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(ABSTRACT)

Organizations are seeking ways to become more
innovative to renew their business and ward off foreign
competition.

The perceived weakening of this process in

U.S. firms is viewed as a contributing factor in the steady
decline of productivity growth vital to our nation's
stability.
The specific purpose of this study was to analyze the
organizational and technological innovation process used by
a specific organization to foster corporate renewal.

Data

were gathered to answer related research questions by
conducting an ethnographic study (the disciplined study of
the acquired knowledge that people use to interpret
experience and generate behavior) of the innovation process
developed and implemented by an international Fortune 100
chemical manufacturer.

A structured method of analytical
ii

induction was used to analyze the textual content of the
data.
Findings indicated that the corporation believed that
innovation was a matter of corporate survival.

To change

the direction the corporation was taking, a systematic
process to create future business value and new businesses
was designed and implemented.

A conceptual "innovation"

model was developed to identify and to serve as a vision for
the corporation and guide the process.

A management plan

was created to administer the process.

Most development

activity was conducted by means of a "stage-gate" process.
The advantages and disadvantages of innovation were
intertwined and overlapped.

The greatest advantages to

innovation were identified as follows:

1) the Office of

Innovation, 2) innovation training programs, 3) management
and the formal process, and 4) the environment/culture.

The

greatest disadvantages cited were: 1) management, 2)
environment/culture 3) conflicting missions between core
business and the strategic business development division,
and 4) the formal process.

Recommendations were given for

making the environment/climate more innovative, expanding
the innovation training, improving core business and the
strategic business development division's relationship, and
improving the innovation process.
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Chapter I
INTRODUCTION
Thirty years ago I started work in a world famous
multinational company.
By way of encouragement,
my employers produced an outline of my future
career.
"This will be your life," they said,
"with titles of likely jobs." The outline ended,
I remember, with myself as chief executive of a
particular company in a particular far off
country.
I was, at the time, suitably flattered.
I left them long before I reached the heights they
planned for me, and by then I knew that not only
did the job they had picked out no longer exist,
neither did the company I would have directed nor
even the country in which I was to have operated.
(Handy, 1989, p.6).
Unfortunately, this scenario describes the fate of many
employed in the steel, textile, garment, tire, shoe,
automobile, electronics and other American industries.

In

1970, "the U.S. produced 90 percent of the world's
phonographs, 90 percent of the color television sets, and
all computer-numerically-controlled machines.

In 1987, the

nation produced one percent, 10 percent, and 35 percent,
respectively, of each" (Southern Growth Policy Board, 1989,
p. 7).

Of the elite Forbes 500 corporations listed in 1955,

only 167 (33 percent) were still in business in 1986
(Schumann, 1991).
The technological and economic competitiveness of the
United States has been on the decline.

The past decade has

been characterized by "massive global shifts in economic
fortunes, the rise and fall of international currencies,
1

stock market surges and a hard crash, accelerating mergers
and buyouts, double-digit unemployment and labor shortages,
dizzying rates of innovation in products and services and
intense competition in an increasingly interdependent global
economy" (Southern Growth Policy Board, 1989, p. 7).

Once

the largest lender nation in the world, the U.S. is now the
largest debtor.

Productivity is down.

Huge trade deficits

exist between the United States and most of its trading
partners.

Even American industries previously insulated

from foreign competition, such as construction and
aerospace, have begun to lose their market share (Southern
Growth Policy Board, 1989).
Some organizations, however, seem to have had some
degree of immunity from this technological and economic
decline.

These corporations have been able to renew or

reinvent themselves, and prosper while others fail.
Richard Foster, McKinsey researcher and author of
Innovation: The Attacker's Advantage (1986), proposes that
the success of these organizations lies in a common
willingness "to innovate, to try new approaches--be it in
the market, on the plant floor or in the lab--and an
uneasiness about relying on past successes" (p. 16).
Companies like IBM, Hewlett-Packard, Proctor & Gamble,
Johnson & Johnson, United Technologies, Harris, Bell
Atlantic, Exxon, DuPont, Raychem, General Electric, Boeing,
2

3M, Amoco Chemical, and Corning have been proactive to
change believing that it is predictable and subject to
analysis.

These companies' managers, such as CEO Raymond

Smith of Bell Atlantic, recognized that the "intrinsic
growth of the core business would not sustain the company in
the competitive global economy of the twenty-first century"
(Kanter, 1991, p. 120).
Successful companies are the ones who focus "more on
being in the right technologies at the right time, being
able to protect their positions, and having the best people
rather than on becoming ever more efficient in their current
lines of business" (Foster, 1986, p. 30).

"Innovation is

the means by which successful organizations are able to
delight their customers, gain competitive advantage, exploit
the full potential of the technology, provide members of the
organization with the opportunities for vital and
challenging careers, and provide returns to their investors"
(Schumann, 1991, p. 1).
Innovation is generally accepted as the "essential
ingredient for corporate success and, when pervasive,
strengthens the economy while warding off foreign
competition.

Many point to a perceived weakening of this

process in U.S. firms as a contributing factor to the steady
decline of productivity growth vital to our nation's
stability" (Ellin, 1981) .
3

statement of the Problem
Unfortunately, the body of academic research on
corporate innovation, while growing, is still limited in
size (Ellin, 1981; Green & Welsh, 1989; McKay, 1980;
Szakonyi, 1992; Vedder, 1992).

As a

result, managers often

try to extract useful information,·descriptions, predictors,
or guidelines for innovative action from best-selling books
that are largely written by industry consultants,
commentators, and observers.

The studies on which these

books are based lack scientific rigor and therefore, can be
misleading.

For example, within two years of the

publication of In Search of Excellence (Peters & Waterman,
1982), forty-three companies classified as "excellent" had
failed to maintain that status.

The characteristics

identified for success by the author at that time were not
sufficient for continued success.

Moreover, close

examination revealed that now "excellent" companies such as
Atari achieved their initial success by breaking all the
prescribed rules (Bolman & Deal, 1991; Vedder, 1992).
This not to say that these works should be discredited
or ignored.

The contribution of industry consultants and

observers provide a rich source of information on
innovation, and are particularly beneficial in benchmarking
success (Gummesson, 1991; Vedder, 1992).

4

Rigorous research that probes both the successful and
unsuccessful companies, processes, products, personnel or
other entities will help identify the characteristics or
variables that sufficiently explain achievements and
failures resulting from innovation efforts and provide
insight into the process of corporate renewal.

Purpose of the study

The purpose of this research study was to analyze the
organizational and technological innovation process used
within an organization to foster corporate renewal.
The objectives of this research were to:
(1)

Document the evolution of the process used within
a specific organization for organizational and
technological innovation.

(2)

Identify the factors internal to the process which
influence or effect the number, nature, growth
rate, and success or failure of innovative ideas
within a specific organization.

(3)

Identify the external factors which influence
organizational and technological innovation
process within a specific organization.

The study was designed to address five broad research
questions that are appropriate to the case study form of
naturalistic inquiry:
(1)

What are the internal and/or external factors that
drive organizational or technological innovation
and serve as a rationale for the development of an
innovation process?

5

(2)

What process is utilized by an organization to
foster organizational and technological
innovation, and what are the expected outcomes?

(3)

What internal and/or external factors are
advantageous to organizational and technological
innovation and contribute to the success of the
process?

(4)

What internal and/or external factors are
disadvantages to organizational and technological
innovation and inhibit the process?

(5)

What are the practical implications suggested by
the findings for other organizations concerned
with or involved in organizational and
technological innovation?

Significance of the study
In 1981, patent records indicate that Japanese
companies excelled in only three high technology areas:
time measurement instruments, internal combustion engines,
and photography.

A Cox Newspaper computer-analysis of the

government's most recently available data on filings with
the

u.s

Patent and Trademark Office records revealed that by

1991, Japanese companies had surged ahead in 30 high
technology fields, including such areas as photocopying,
magnetic information storage and retrieval, radiation
chemistry, office machines, image analysis, solid state
electronics, and television.

"Over the decade, the analysis

tracks a clear pattern of concentration by Japanese firms on
innovations in high technology fields" (Nesmith & Jaspin,
1993, February 21, p. 7c).

These high technology areas are
6

those most likely to provide control of a larger share of
world trade in industries that hold the highest income
potential.

Inventions in which the

u.s

holds patents were

in areas like mining, petroleum chemistry and food
processing.

"All these sectors are more vulnerable to

competition from emerging countries like Thailand and
Brazil"

(p. 9c).

In addition to the increase in patent filings in the
past decade, the Japanese also increased their investment in
research and development from 2.4% of the gross domestic
product in 1981 to 3.1% in 1991.

During the same time

period, the United States investment in research and
development grew from 2.4% of the gross domestic product to
2.6%.
If these trends continue, wholesale shifts of wealth
from

u.s

industries to Japan could occur in the next decade.

"These shifts would be similar to those which occurred in
areas like watches, automobiles and cameras during the
1980s.

The earlier shifts have cost the United States

hundreds of thousands of jobs and billions of dollars"
(Nesmith & Jaspin, 1993, February 21, p. 7C).
Analyzing the process for organizational and
technological innovation used within a specific organization
could contribute valuable knowledge in identifying the
factors that sufficiently explain achievements and failures
7

resulting from innovation efforts, and provide insight into
corporate renewal.

As Pinchot (1985) observes:

Our efficiency in creating and distributing knowledge
means we live in an age in which the ability to
innovate effectively has become the primary determinant
of business success. When the competition is
innovating well--creating new or improved products,
services, or processes--one must innovate or die. (p.
10)
To gain such knowledge calls for social science
research that can specifically address this problem.

If

organizations can develop strategies to design and implement
innovation initiatives so that they can remain competitive
and thrive in the world market place, it may be possible for
the United States to continue to support a high standard of
living into the next century.

Limitation of the study

Hoechst Celanese Corporation (HCC) commissioned the
study of its innovation process.

Recognizing the inherent

risks involved when an organization studies itself, the
services of a full-time researcher, Amanda A. Roe, a 3M
doctoral fellow in Technology Education at Virginia
Polytechnic Institute and State University (VPI&SU), were
contracted to conduct the research on-site at HCC's Fibers
and Film Group's Dreyfus Research Park location in
Charlotte, NC.

The corporation provided office space,

computer equipment and access to personnel at all levels of
8

the corporation.

The researcher spent one year at the

Dreyfus Research Park collecting and analyzing data.

To

minimize potential researcher bias, a committee composed of
five professors from VPI&SU and one representative HCC's
Office of Innovation, supervised the research design, data
collection, data analysis and reporting.

In addition, Dr.

Tarras Onischenko, a corporate psychologist with Eastover
Psychological and Psychiatric Group in Charlotte, NC acted
as a third-party auditor reviewing data collection, analysis
and reporting throughout the research process.
This research was conducted for Hoechst Celanese
Corporation.

The findings of case study research should not

be generalized to other populations or corporate settings.
The findings should be idiographically interpreted (in terms
of particulars to the case) and tentatively applied (Lincoln
& Guba, 1985).

The value of such a study is that it permits

the investigation of theories currently in vogue or
implemented and the generalization of postulates useful as
working hypotheses to be tested with broader populations in
further research.

Definitions Used in the Study
BCP:
stands for Business Concept Proposal; a business
proposal for development of a new business, new
technology, or the revitalization of an existing
business submitted to the Strategic Business Division's
Screening Committee for approval.
9

BCD: stands for Business Concept Definition; a
situational analysis of a proposed business developed
as a stage in New Business Development's
"Commercialization Pipeline;" a white paper that
describes the environment in which the business would
be conducted.
Benchmark: a standard of measurement or evaluation;
according to Webster's dictionary, derived from "a
surveyor's mark made on a stationary object of
previously determined position and elevation and used
as a reference point in tidal observations and
surveys."
BVP: stands for Business Venture Plan; a strategic
analysis of a proposed business developed as a stage in
New Business Development's "Commercialization
Pipeline;" a document that describes the strategic
choices of the business and is used to validate the
business opportunity.
case study: the study of a bounded system which
features descriptions that are complex, holistic, and
involve a myriad of interrelated variables; data that
are likely to be gathered at least partly by personal
observation, and a writing style that is similar to a
narrative (Stake, 1978, p. 5); the research endeavor
that contributes uniquely to our knowledge and
appreciation of the complexity of individual,
organizational, social, and political phenomena by
describing a culture or subculture that has rarely been
the topic of previous study (Helmstadter, 1970; Yin,
1989).
Commercialization Pipeline: a disciplined, systematic
approach designed and implemented by the Hoechst
Celanese Corporation to guide the commercialization of
new businesses, new technologies, and revitalize
existing businesses.
Componential analysis: a systemic "search for
components of meanings associated with cultural
symbols" (Spradley, 1979, p. 174).
contrast questions: questions used to derive meanings
from the information provided by the descriptive and
structural questions by exploring relationships such as
how something is similar or different from something
else (Spradley, 1979).
10

Cover terms:

names for domains (Spradley, 1979).

Creativitv: the generation of new ideas about anything
(Marquis, 1972).
Culture: the acquired knowledge that people use to
interpret experience and generate social behavior"
(Spradley, 1979, p. 5) and can be conceptualized as "a
system of meaningful symbols" (p. 6).
Descriptive questions: broad, open-ended questions
used to "provide a verbal description of significant
features of the culture" (Spradley, 1979, p. 87).
Discovery: the "public airing of what happens in the
privacy of individual minds" and is a result of
"personality, experience, and self-revelation" (RootBerstein, 1989, p. xiii).
Domain: broad categories of information found in the
data (Spradley, 1979).
Domain analysis: an inductive technique of data
analysis used to scrutinize the data for categories of
information relevant to the concepts being studied
(Spradley, 1979).
DRP: Dreyfus Research Park; the research and
development site for the Hoechst Celanese Corporation's
Fibers and Film Group located in Charlotte, NC and the
site where the study was conducted.
Emergent design:
information derived from the initial
analysis of data used to structure the data collection
that followed (Lincoln & Guba, 1985).
Ethnographic record: data collected from the
informants that represents their cultural experience
(Spradley, 1979).
Ethnography: the disciplined study of the acquired
knowledge that people use to interpret experience and
generate behavior (Spradley, 1979); "an explicit
methodology designed for finding out both the explicit
and tacit knowledge familiar to the most experienced
members of a culture" (p. 156).

11

Grounded theory: the "guiding substantive theory" that
results or emerges from the data as it is analyzed
(Lincoln & Guba, 1985, p. 41).
Ruman instrument: the researcher as well as other
humans used as the primary source of data collection
(Lincoln & Guba, 1985).
Included terms: items or data bits from the informant
that fit inside the domains (Spradley, 1979).
Inductive data analysis: an analysis technique based
on the process of deriving general principles from
particular instances or facts (Lincoln & Guba, 1985).
Innovation: the implementation of discoveries,
inventions, or creative ideas and making them realities
(Marquis, 1972).
Invention: a new combinations of pre-existing
knowledge which satisfies a need never before satisfied
in this manner (Marquis, 1972).
Maximum variation sampling: an sampling technique used
in qualitative research and determined by the
"particular ebb and flow of information as the study is
carried out rather than a priori considerations"
(Lincoln & Guba, 1985, p. 202).
Naturalistic inquiry: an inductive approach that
documents "slice-of-life" episodes in "natural"
language, with minimal investigator manipulation of the
study setting and no prior determination of outcomes
(Lincoln & Guba, 1981, p.78).
Natural setting: the organizational culture within
which the innovation process is being studied (Lincoln
& Guba, 1985); specifically the Strategic Business
Division, Fibers and Film Group, Dreyfus Research Park,
Charlotte, NC.
NBD: stands for New Business Development; a division
of Strategic Business Development in Hoechst Celanese
Corporation's Fibers and Film Group established to
develop and commercialize new business opportunities.
Qualitative methods: a research methodology used to
collect and analyze textual, as opposed to numeric,
data (Miles & Huberman, 1984).
12

SBD: stands for Strategic Business Development; a
division of Hoechst Celanese Corporation's Fibers and
Film Group established to foster innovation and
corporate renewal.

Semantic relationships:

nine relationships common to
all languages used to link the cover term with the
included terms.

Structural questions: complementary questions to the
descriptive questions developed to verify domains and
elicit additional information about the domains or
subsets of the domains (Spradley, 1979).
Tacit knowledge:

the "explicit cultural knowledge"
communicated by language that the researcher can use to
make inferences about the multiple realities or culture
being studied (Spradley, 1979, p. 8).

Taxonomic analysis: a kind of "cognitive map" that
displays the relationship of a domain's cover terms,
semantic relationships, and included terms (Spradley,
1979' p. 186).
Technology management: strategic focus on the economic
development of critical profit-making technological
innovations and business ventures (Marquis, 1972).
Triangulation:

the process of checking data against
other sources so that the researcher can guard against
the accusation that findings of a study lack
credibility due to the use of a single method, a single
data source, a single investigator's bias, or the use
of a single theory to interpret a single set of data
(Lincoln & Guba, 1985; Patton, 1980).

overview of the Presentation
This study is divided into five chapters.

In the

present chapter, the rationale for the study has been
discussed.

Chapter II reviews the literature related to

organizational and technological innovation.

Chapter III

discusses the naturalistic case study method of inquiry,
13

ethnographic techniques of data collection and analysis,
site selection, as well as methodological issues associated
with the case study method.

Chapter IV discusses the data

analysis and findings in the form of patterns and associated
themes organizational and technological innovation, and
presents data related to the research questions.

Chapter V

summarizes the study, provides interpretations and
conclusions related to the research questions, and presents
recommendations for further research.

14

Chapter II
REVIEW OF LITERATURE

Innovation
The term innovation is difficult to define because it
is used in a variety of contexts.

People tend to use the

words innovation, invention, discovery, and creativity
interchangeably, when in fact they are different, though
related, terms.
Invention is a new combination of pre-existing
knowledge which satisfies a need never before satisfied in
this manner (Marquis, 1972).

Discovery is the "public

airing of what happens in the privacy of individual minds"
and is a result of "personality, experience, and selfrevelation" (Root-Berstein, 1989, p. xiii).

It is the

attainment of original knowledge through observation, play,
accident, study, and testing.

Creativity "is the production

of novel and useful ideas by individuals or small groups of
individuals working closely together" (Amabile, Gryskiewicz,
Burnside, & Koester, 1990, p. 4-5).

Innovation is the

implementation of discoveries, inventions, or creative ideas
within an organization and making them realities (Amabile et
al., 1990; Marquis, 1972).
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Types of Innovation
Classifying and categorizing innovation is a difficult
task.

In the past, innovation was viewed as either

scientific or technological.

For centuries, people regarded

science and technology as distinct and entirely separate
from one another.

Science was the pursuit of knowledge that

would expand human understanding of the natural environment.
Technology was involved with making or inventing things that
humans could use to control or cope with the natural
environment (Markert, 1989).
However, throughout the 20th century, "the line between
scientific inquiry and technological application has become
quite obscure" (Markert, 1989, p. 12).

Driven by the need

for the results of research to be industrially relevant, the
strategy for innovation has been to establish a link between
the scientific community, via technology, to lead to the
development of critical profit-making technological
innovations and business ventures (Markert, 1989).

This

focus on the economic applications of innovations has
contributed to the advancement of a new discipline concerned
with the management of technology (Drucker, 1985; Szakonyi,
1992; Tushman & Moore, 1988).
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categories of Innovation
Innovations can be categorized in a variety of ways.
Schumann (1991) looks at an innovation in terms of its
nature and class.
procedure.

Its nature can be product, process, or

Product innovations involve a product or service

provided to customers, either internal or external, in
return for some type of reparation.

Process innovations

involve the way a product is produced or a service is
provided.

Procedure innovations involve the way in which

products and processes are integrated into the operations of
the organization (Schumann, 1991).
Product, process, and procedure innovations can be
either incremental, distinctive, or breakthrough.
Incremental innovations reflect small improvements or
advancements

(Betz, 1987; Schumann, 1991).

Distinctive

innovations (Schumann, 1991) or systems (Betz, 1987) provide
significant improvement and advancement, and are not based
on new technologies or approaches.

Breakthrough innovations

feature fundamentally different technologies and/or
approaches.

These innovations permit the performance of

functions not before possible, or allow superior performance
of presently possible functions (Betz, 1987; Schumann,
1991).
The business emphasis on innovation has led authors
such as Abernathy and Clark (1988) to classify innovation in
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terms of its competitive implications.

Innovations are

divided into four categories: architectural, niche creation,
regular, and revolutionary.

"New technology that departs

from established systems of production, and in turn opens up
new linkages to markets and users, is characteristic of the
creation of new industries as well as the reformation of old
ones" (Tushman & Moore, 1988, p. 60). Architectural
innovation uses these new concepts in technology to forge
new market linkages.

It lays down the broad framework

within which competition will occur and "defines the basic
configuration of product and process, and establishes the
technical and marketing agendas that will guide subsequent
development" (p. 60).

Architectural innovation can create a

new industry, such as the development of xerography, or
reformulate an established industry, such as the development
of phototypesetting in the printing industry. The advantages
derived from architectural innovation will be temporary
unless followed by niche market innovation, and linked with
the often invisible, but cumulative effect of regular
innovation (Tushman & Moore, 1988).
Niche market innovation relies on opening new market
opportunities through the use of existing technology with an
emphasis on preserving and strengthening established
designs.

"The mating of light-weight earphones and a

portable radio or cassette player in Sony's Walkman, used
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established technologies to create a new niche in personal
audio products" (Tushman & Moore, 1988, p. 64).
Regular innovation is the most common type and
"involves change that builds upon established technical and
production competence and that is applied to existing
markets and customers" {Tushman & Moore, 1988, p. 65).
Regular innovations typically have impact on product
quality, cost, reliability, and performance.

Their

cumulative effect often exceeds the impact of the original
innovation {Tushman & Moore, 1988).
Revolutionary innovation "disrupts and renders
established technical and production competence obsolete,
yet is applied to existing markets and customers" {Tushman &
Moore, 1988, p. 66).

The transition from vacuum tubes to

microelectronic chips is an example of revolutionary
innovation {Tushman & Moore, 1988).

Innovation and Change
Innovation is influenced by technical, social,
political, and economic concerns.

Innovation occurring in

one area always affects, or changes, the other areas, or
related areas.

Innovative organizations are the ones that

learn to recognize change as being inevitable and
unstoppable, and learn to exploit it.

Organizations which

initiate systematic innovation are those most effective at
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exploiting change (Schumann, 1991).

According to Rolf Smith

and Raymond Slesinski (1991), innovation consultants,

"a

self-renewing, creative organization makes innovative change
its ally, courageously willing to abandon what has long been
successful in order to replace it with something potentially
much more successful" (p. 13).

Why Innovate?

Innovation is an organizational characteristic which
"endows resources with a new capacity to create wealth.
Innovation, indeed, creates a resource" (Drucker, 1985, p.
30).

By being innovative, organizations are able to delight

customers, establish a competitive advantage, exploit the
full potential of technology, meet the internal needs of
their employees by providing vital and challenging careers,
deliver quality products and services, help sustain the
national economy, and provide returns to investors and
stockholders (Schumann, 1991).
The new market place is global.

Consumers with

increasingly sophisticated tastes have access to world
markets.

According to Harvard business professor and

author, Rosabeth Moss Kanter (1989) "the global economy in
which American business now operates is like a corporate
Olympics--a series of games played all over the world with
international as well as domestic competitors.
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The Olympic

contests determine not just which business team wins but
which nation will overall" (p. 18).
Consumers select among the contestants, judge their
performance, and purchase from the best players.

Companies

are discovering that if they don't provide a product or
service, someone else will.

And if they don't provide that

product or service at the highest quality and at the best
price, the consumer will purchase elsewhere (Kanter, 1989).
"An essential part of a creative (organizational] culture is
for people to lead the consumer, not follow him" (Dumai,
1991, p. 57).
Citing Dumai (1991), writer for Fortune, " .•• nothing
says more about America's shaky will to create than its
obsession with line extensions" (p. 57) .

Concerned about

short-term earnings, organizations try to sustain growth by
breathing new life into their core businesses.

This

fascination with short-term profits prevents American
industry from engaging in long-term investments which
represent only expense now, with profitable return following
at a much later date.

At a time when innovation has become

more important than ever, U.S. industry is not innovating
nearly as well as it should be.

According to

c.

K.

Prahalad, a University of Michigan innovation researcher
(cited in Dumai, 1991), "the global and economic battles of
the 1990s will be won by companies that can get out of
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traditional and shrinking product markets by building and
dominating fundamentally new markets" (p. 57).
Unfortunately, current American research and
development strategies are not getting the job done.

In

part, the problem results from poor management and lack of
funding.

For example, last year R & D spending rose 6.8%,

which represents only a real 3% when adjusted for inflation
and recession, from the previous year.
profits plunged 31%.

U.S. corporate

Companies have eliminated research

projects that lie outside of their core areas.

Many

companies are concentrating on improving current products
than funding new ventures.

As a result, much R & D is

focused on the "D" side to the detriment of basic research
that has given the U.S. the edge in the past (R & D
Scoreboard, 1992).

Why not innovate?

Innovation is risky, and risk taking in America tends
to be expensive.

Even though they might look low,

interests rates, after adjusting for inflation, are still
remarkably high and have been for some time.

Managers avoid

gambles, even though they might be worthwhile if the stakes
were lower, and bypass projects which are long-term
investments and payoffs.

Other nations that have lower

interest rates can afford to tackle the long-term
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investments.

The numbers in innovation are risky also.

Only one out of every 20 or 25 ideas ever becomes a
successful product or service--and of every 10 or 15 ideas
that do become new products or services, only one will
become a hit (Dumai, 1991).

Time is also an issue.

New

corporate ventures on the average require eight years before
they attain profitability (Biggadike, 1979).
Taxation also hinders innovation.

The United States

has a higher capital gains tax than virtually any other
developed country.

The capital gains tax slashes the

rewards of innovation.

"An adventurous startup that doubled

in value over the past decade would provide its investors
with a return, after inflation and the capital gains tax, of
just over 1% annually" (Dumai, 1991, p. 57).
Americans typically view innovation as "some kind of
mysterious, divinely inspired miracle that just happens (or
doesn't).

The best companies see innovation as a function

that needs managing--and then they manage it by basing new
products on customers' needs, encouraging employees to use
the expertise of the whole company, giving workers
incentives for successful innovation, and refusing to punish
those whose gambles don't pay off" (Dumai, 1991, p. 57).
Good ideas die if they are not nurtured and developed.
Corporations must create environments and establish systems
that cultivate the idea through development to rapid
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commercialization.

"U.S. executives' greatest concern about

innovation is not a lack of brilliant scientists and
engineers--but a dearth of managers who know how to drive
the creative process" (p. 57).

When compared to Japanese

managers, American managers spend 15% less time planning a
product, suffer 21% more setbacks, spend 10% more time
debugging the finished products.

Japanese companies invest

10% more of their managerial time in new products and
receive 16% greater revenues than U.S. companies (Dumai,
1991).

Innovation and organizations
Organizations are a system bound by invisible fabrics
of interrelated actions, beliefs, language, and symbols that
comprise the organizational culture (Spradley, 1972).
According to Amabile et al.

(1990), "the work environment

consists of the practices, systems, norms, events, and
physical surrounding within a work context.

The work

environment for an individual employee is made up of all
factors surrounding that individual, including other people"
(p. 5).

As such, organizations must learn to innovate

constantly by paying attention to personal mastery, mental
models, shared vision, team learning, and systems thinking
(Senge, 1990).
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Personal mastery refers to the personal motivation of
individuals to look for something that lies beyond their
current perspectives.

Mental models focus on opening

avenues to see present shortcomings and move beyond them.
Building a shared vision fosters a commitment to long-term
goals, values, and mission of the organization.

Team

learning develops the skills of groups of individuals by
encouraging them to look beyond their own personal
perspective and develop a collective perspective.

Systems

thinking is the glue that holds the others together and
prevents them from becoming fads.

It provides a new way for

individuals to perceive themselves and their world (Senge,
1990).

"A learning organization is a place where people are

continually discovering how they create their reality.

And

how they can change it" (p. 13).
According to Tuite (1992), "the optimal approach to
stimulating innovation is one in which the concept is
interwoven throughout the corporate culture" (p.397).
Analysis of the culture tells us about the system and its
interactive parts.

It provides insight into what is

perception and what is reality; what needs to be fixed, and
in some instances, how to fix it.

It empowers individuals

and the organization itself to learn.

It provides a

knowledge base that prevents the organization from repeating
the same mistakes.

Learning disabilities are tragic in
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organizations and can be fatal.

Because of them, "the

average lifetime of the largest industrial enterprises is
less than forty years, roughly half the lifetime of a human
being" (Senge, 1990, p. 17).
Since the mid 1980s, large corporations have
experimented with innovative ways to internalize the venture
capital process by utilizing entrepreneurial approaches to
technology-based new-business development.

Annual research

and development expenditures for large corporations approach
or exceed $1 billion.

Of the $150 billion invested in R&D

during 1990, more than 70% (approximately $108 billion) was
performed in and by industry ("National Patterns of R&D
Resources," 1990).

According to Tuite (1992), the size and

complexity of large corporations often make "technologybased diversification outside their established businesses
extremely difficult.

Despite seemingly overwhelming

advantages in technological capability, marketing expertise,
channels of distribution, and human and financial resources,
large, technology-rich companies have been consistently
outperformed in the development of new businesses by small,
venture capital-backed start-up companies" (p. 395).
As a result, some large corporations have utilized
various entrepreneurial strategies to emulate venture
capitalists• methods.

These approaches range from the use

of total organizational commitment to strategic new business
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development to small, independent, multifunctional project
teams.

Tuite (1992) reports that "the key variables in

these various approaches seem to be the processes whereby
the corporation develops and manages new businesses" (p.
397).

successful processes require a corporate management

that is opportunistic, willing to experiment, take risks,
and accept the "uncertainties, false starts, and failures
that are characteristic of start-up ventures" (p. 397).
Corporate management must allow its venture managers a
degree of autonomy in making independent strategic and
tactical decisions.

Managing Innovation

Successful innovations, both in the product and service
areas, are crucial to the health of individual firms,
industries, and the larger economy.

As the rate of

technological change and the degree of international
competition increases, firms must operate in two time frames
simultaneously.

They must push to improve efficiency and

productivity while developing and introducing new products,
services, and processes over time.

To meet this challenge,

managers must organize not only today's work, but the work
of the future (Tushman & Moore, 1988).
Organizations must manage technology as a "means to use
new technology to create competitive advantages.
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It is a

difficult problem to manage, partly due to the differing
cultures in a corporation" (Betz, 1987).

The management of

innovation is multi-dimensional and complex.

The following

list represents some of the more significant managerial
concerns addressed in the literature:
(1)

Managerial problem solving.

The majority of

innovation problems do not concern a lack of
available technology, but represent the mismatch
of technology with market demands.

Even when

technology and market demands fit, innovation
suffers from a variety of organizational
pathologies.

Managers must develop appropriate

innovation strategies, structures, human
resources, and cultures to facilitate sustained
innovation (Tushman & Moore, 1988).
(2)

Identifying and using appropriate types of
innovation.

The different stages of product,

process, or service development require different
types of innovation changes.

Leadership and the

organizational structure should facilitate each
type by linking a particular innovation profile
with the organization's strategy.

An assessment

of external opportunities and threats should drive
the organization's strategic management (Tushman &
Moore, 1988).
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(3)

Developing teams from several functional areas.
Innovation requires the close collaboration of
cross-functional areas that are competent and
diverse, yet fully integrated.

Managers must

provide an environment that extends organizational
boundaries across different divisions and
geography (Tushman & Moore, 1988; Szakonyi, 1992).
(4)

Linking business and technology strategy.
Technology is only one component of the business
system, therefore, technology strategy "should be
formulated within the larger context of business
planning" (Betz, 1987, p. 135).

Technology

strategy should identify the impact of
technological change on any part of the value
chain in business planning.
(5)

Entrepreneuring and new venture.

Innovative

organizations need to encourage entrepreneurs,
individuals who organize, operate, and assume the
risk in a business venture.

Corporate new

ventures are risky and take a long time to
commercialize.

Risk and development time can be

reduced by creating new venture teams that include
entrepreneurial leadership along with technical,
production, financial, and marketing expertise.
Individuals engaging in entrepreneurial activities
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within the corporation are sometimes called
"intrepreneurs" (Betz, 1987; Tushman & Moore,
1988; Szakonyi, 1992).
(6)

Diversification.

Diversification of a business

can provide economic protection during economic
fluctuations and normal business cycles.

It can

also provide financial flexibility permitting a
corporation to use profitable mature businesses to
acquire or fund new business development (Betz,
1987).
(7)

Rewards.

In order for an innovation process to

work, "all employees involved in the process must
believe that the rewards for successful
implementation outweigh the penalties for failure"
(Tuite, 1992, p. 399).

The Innovation Management Process

New business development can be classified as either
strategic or opportunistic.

In the strategic or "top-down"

approach, a staff group attempts to determine which new
businesses the corporation will enter by matching its
internal strengths with external opportunities either by
utilizing its internal corporate resources or through
acquisitions.

In the opportunistic or "bottom-up" approach,

utilizes a free-enterprise environment and corporate
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infrastructure to facilitate, guide, and control development
activities.

According to Tuite (1992), the "most

significant innovations have evolved through a bottom-up
process" (p. 399).

Progressive growth-oriented companies

with a predominantly top-down approach should try to create
a mechanism for fostering and responding to bottom-up
oriented proposals.
Most innovation management processes utilize a phased
or stage-gate system of some type.

A stage-gate system

consists of a set of well-defined phases and gates similar
to those found in process-management methodologies.

During

each stage or phase, more human and financial resources are
added to the development with the investment directed toward
producing information or evidence to augment pertinent
knowledge and reduce project risk.

Gates are positioned

preceding or following each phase for a venture board or
management group to screen

information and make decisions.

Properly managed, less-promising and riskier innovations are
delayed or discontinued and most of the investment is
expended on the proposals with the greatest potential for
success (Cooper, 1990; Tuite, 1992).
The innovation management process is typically
comprised of three main phases--the concept development
phase, the business development phase, and the start-up
phase.

In the concept development phase, an idea is
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cultivated and refined to formulate a business concept
proposal.

This proposal is used to demonstrate the

substance of the business and solicit the first seed money.
Once seed money is obtained, customers are targeted and a
product prototype are developed during the business
development phase.

During the start-up phase, the embryonic

business begins market development and production, "with the
goal of becoming a commercially sustainable and
operationally stable company" (Tuite, 1992, p.400).
Some stage-gate systems break these three phases into
additional subsets.

Cooper (1990) describes a five step

stage-gate system that features an initial screen and a
preliminary idea assessment stage; a second screen and a
business case preparation stage; a decision gate and a
development stage; a post-development review and a testing
and validation stage; a pre-commercialization business
analysis and a full production and market launch stage
followed by a post-implementation review.

summary
The focus of this literature review was to define more
broadly the concept of innovation.

The need to remain

competitive in the global market place emerges as the
primary reason to become innovative.
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The decision to

innovate or not innovate is up to the individual
organization and is primarily an economic concern.
If they choose not to engage in innovation activities, they
may loose their competitive advantage.
Once the decision is made to become innovative, a
systematic process linked to organizational change and
management strategies must be enacted.

With little rigorous

research into the process of innovation, organizations must
rely on management consultants and industry observers to
provide guidelines.

This research focused on analyzing the

innovation process within a specific corporation to observe
indepth some of these issues and more.
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Chapter I I I
METHODOLOGY

Introduction

As discussed, the body of knowledge related to the
innovation process used by organizations to foster corporate
renewal is limited (Ellin, 1981; Green & Welsch, 1989;
McKay, 1980; Szakonyi, 1992; Vedder, 1992).

Additional

research is needed to expand this knowledge and contribute
to theory development.

Yin (1989) and Helmstadter (1970)

recommend the case study method as the research endeavor
that contributes uniquely to our knowledge and appreciation
of the complexity of individual, organizational, social, and
political phenomena by describing a culture or subculture
that has rarely been the topic of previous study.
This study utilized the case study method of
qualitative research to analyze the innovation process used
by an organization to foster corporate renewal.

The

following sections describe case study methodology and
strategies in terms of flow and content, the procedures and
techniques used for data collection and analysis, and the
issues of reliability and validity inherent, referred to as
trustworthiness (Lincoln & Guba, 1985), in the case study
method.
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overview of the Design

The case study method is a qualitative research
approach that uses naturalistic inquiry to describe and
analyze a phenomenon or social unit such as an individual,
group, organization, institution, or a community (Yin,
1989).

The naturalist inquiry paradigm holds that realities

are multiple, constructed, and holistic.

The object of the

inquiry is to investigate as many variables as possible in a
single unit of analysis and to uncover the interaction of
significant factors characteristic to the phenomenon
(Lincoln & Guba, 1985).

The case study permits an

investigation that retains the "holistic and meaningful
characteristic of real-life events -- such as individual
life cycles, organizational and managerial processes,
neighborhood change, international relations, and the
maturation of industries" (Yin, 1989, p. 14).

For this

reason, the case study is the reporting mode of choice for
naturalistic inquiry (Lincoln & Guba, 1985).

The specific

design that was used in this study follows.
Lincoln and Guba (1985) describe "fourteen
characteristics of operational naturalistic inquiry" (p.
39).

These fourteen characteristics were used to guide the

natural flow of inquiry

for this research.

These

characteristics are synergistic such that, once one is
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selected, the others more or less follow" (p. 39).

The

characteristics are:
(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)
(5)
(6)
(7)
(8)
(9)

(10)
(11)
(12)
(13)
(14)

Natural setting.
Human instrument.
Utilization of tacit knowledge.
Qualitative methods.
Purposeful sampling.
Inductive data analysis.
Grounded theory.
Emergent design.
Negotiated outcomes.
Case study reporting mode.
Idiographic interpretation.
Tentative application.
Focus-determined boundaries.
Special criteria for trustworthiness (Lincoln &
Guba, 1985, p. 39-43).

To provide specific guidelines for conducting the
research, the Developmental Research Sequence (D.R.S.)
Method of James Spradley (1979), was used.

Spradley, an

ethnographer, is credited as the only researcher who has
detailed structured techniques for data collection and
analysis anchored in hands-on research with actual data
(Huberman & Miles, 1984).

The D.R.S. Method is comprised of

twelve steps:
1)
2)
3)
4)
5)
6)
7)
8)
9)
10)
11)
12)

Locating an informant,
Interviewing an informant,
Making an ethnographic record,
Asking descriptive questions,
Analyzing ethnographic interviews,
Making a domain analysis,
Asking structural questions,
Making a taxonomic analysis,
Asking contrast questions,
Making a componential analysis,
Discovering cultural themes, and
Writing an ethnography (Spradley, 1979).
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Lincoln and Guba's (1985) flow of naturalistic inquiry
and Spradley's (1979) D.R.S. Method were used to create a
model (see Figure 1) to graphically depict the research
design.

The following narrative provides a brief

explanation of the overall process.

Detailed information on

pertinent topics is provided in the sections that follow.
The study was conducted in a natural setting, which
demanded a human instrument that can use tacit knowledge and
qualitative methods to engage in purposeful sampling
(Lincoln & Guba, 1985).

Through this sampling technique,

ethnographic informants were selected.

The researcher to

informant contact and the resultant information collected,
such as tape recordings, field notes, or documents
collectively led to the construction of the ethnographic
record (Spradley, 1979).
Data collection and analyses involved a progressive
series of personal interviews, using a variety of
questioning techniques, to collect relevant information
related to the objectives of the study from the ethnographic
informants.

Concurrent to data collection, a series of

applied techniques were used to analyze the data and expand
the research design base.
In the data collection and analysis cycle, broad, openended descriptive questions were asked.

From this data, the

broad categories of information were identified using a
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structured inductive analysis technique, called a domain
analysis.

These categories of information represented the

domains, or fundamental units, into which informants
organize what they know, and provide the basis of the
grounded theory (Lincoln & Guba, 1985; Spradley, 1979).
The grounded theory was the guiding substantive theory
that expanded from the ongoing inductive data analysis
cycle.

It served then as the basis for the emergent design

to continue data collection and analysis.

Additional

information was needed to clarify and elicit information
about the domains (Spradley, 1979).

The nature and type of

information needed was a natural outgrowth of the initial
analysis.

In other words, the subsequent design for

continued data collection and analysis "emerged" from the
data previously collected (Lincoln & Guba, 1985).
From this information, structural questions were posed
to verify the domains and elicit additional information
about them from the informants during Phase II of the data
collection and analysis cycle.

Next, a taxonomic analysis

of the evolving ethnographic record was conducted to
identify subsets within a domain and the relationships
between these subsets (Spradley, 1979).

Again, this

analysis contributed to the expanding body of grounded
theory (Lincoln & Guba, 1985), and served as a basis for the
development of contrast questions used to derive meanings
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from the subsets within the domain (Lincoln & Guba, 1985).
The data collected from these questions was also included in
the ethnographic record and a componential analysis was
conducted to search for contrasts in meanings or specific
attributes associated with domains (Spradley, 1979).

This

process was reiterated until significant redundancy occurred
in the data collection and analyses.

Although the process

seems linear, data collection and analysis techniques
overlap and were conducted concurrently (Lincoln & Guba,
1985).
All domains were then searched for events, procedures,
attitudes, beliefs, and ways of viewing the innovation
process that were repeated or noted as significant by the
informants to discover patterns or cultural themes. The
resulting information was visually depicted in a series
schematic diagrams and matrices, or cognitive maps, that
illustrate the relationships of the domains and their
patterns and themes.

These "maps" were used to write the

summary overview of the innovation process (Spradley, 1979).
The second data collection cycle consisted of series of
personal interviews to test the analytic categories,
interpretations, and conclusions with other human sources
from which the data was chiefly drawn to confirm, or at
least not contradict the research results.

When

discrepancies occurred, the domains and themes underwent
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additional analysis and outcomes were negotiated (Lincoln &
Guba, 1985).
The summary overview was revised to reflect any new
outcomes and used to develop the case report.

The case

report can be both idiographically interpreted and
tentatively applied for a variety of purposes.

This

research process was constructed to minimize the threats to
the validity and reliability, also called trustworthiness,
of the study (Lincoln & Guba, 1985).

Presentation of the study
The study was developed and conducted based on the flow
of naturalistic inquiry and ethnographic techniques of data
collection and analysis.

The manner in which these concepts

were specifically applied to the study are described in the
sections that follow.

Natural setting
Lincoln and Guba (1985) state that the naturalist
elects to conduct the research in the natural setting based
on the philosophy that " •.. realities are wholes that cannot
be understood in isolation from their contexts, nor can they
be fragmented for separate study of the parts (the whole is
more than the sum of the parts)" (p.39).

Spradley (1979)

refers to these multiple realities as a culture.
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Culture is

"the acquired knowledge that people use to interpret
experience and generate social behavior" (p. 5) and can be
conceptualized as "a system of meaningful symbols" (p. 6).
In this study, the term "natural setting" refers to the
organizational culture within which the innovation process
was studied.

A corporation with a newly designed and

implemented innovation program was identified and agreed to
participate in the study.

Selection of the site

Hoechst Celanese Corporation's (HCC) Dreyfus Research
Park (DRP) in Charlotte, NC was selected as the primary site
for the study.

The corporation, which had recently

implemented an innovation program in the Strategic Business
Development Division of the Fibers and Film Group, funded
the research from May 1992 through May 1993.

Access to all

relevant personnel and resources was granted with the
understanding that proprietary information related to
specific technology, new products, or new businesses would
be referred to generically.

In January 1993, the Center for

Innovative Management at LeHigh University in Bethlehem, PA,
provided additional funding to support the research effort.
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Human Instrument
The presence of the naturalist as observer influences
the observed "so the research interaction should take place
with the entity-in-context for fullest understanding"
(Lincoln & Guba, 1985, p. 39).

The variety of realities

that exist in the natural setting cannot be anticipated,
therefore, the development of an a priori nonhuman
instrument that would encompass all aspects of the
phenomenon and be both adaptable and adjustable is virtually
impossible.
In this respect, the natural setting demands the use of
human instruments -- the researcher as well as other humans
-- as the primary source of data collection (Lincoln & Guba,
1985).

This study was conducted by a single, full-time

researcher collecting data from individuals within the
participating corporation.
The interaction that takes place in the natural setting
and the subsequent beliefs that emerge from that interaction
result from "complex mutual shaping rather than linear
causation" (Lincoln & Guba, 1985, p.39).

The researcher

must develop a means of collecting and analyzing the
"meaning of this differential interaction" (p. 39).
Qualitative methods and tacit knowledge were used to
interpret the data.
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Tacit Knowledge

Spradley (1979) defines tacit or intuitive knowledge as
the "things that we cannot talk about or express in direct
ways" (p. 9).

The researcher, however, must "make

inferences about what people know by listening carefully to
what they say, by observing their behavior, and by studying
artifacts and their use" (p. 9).

Using tacit knowledge and

"propositional knowledge" (Lincoln & Guba, 1985, p. 40) or
"explicit cultural knowledge" (Spradley, 1979, p. 8), which
is knowledge communicated by language, the researcher can
make inferences about the multiple realities or the culture
being studied.
Tacit knowledge is the only way in which "the nuances
of the multiple realities can be appreciated" (p. 40).

The

interaction between the observer and observed occurs at this
level.

Tacit knowledge combined with qualitative research

strategies were used in the conduct of this study.

Qualitative Methods

Qualitative methods are most adaptable in dealing with
complex multiple realities or culture.

These methods

"expose more directly the nature of the transaction between
investigator and respondent (or object) and hence make
easier an assessment of the extent to which the phenomenon
is described in terms of (is biased by) the investigator's
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own posture ... and are more sensitive to and adaptable to the
many mutually shaping influences and value patterns that may
be encountered" (Lincoln & Guba, 1985, p. 40).
The case study method of qualitative research was
selected for this study because it allows the naturalistic
inquiry to trace the sequence of interpersonal events over
time for the purpose of discovering the key phenomena within
complex, multiple realities.

This method, along with

specific data collection and analysis strategies, were
selected because they provide the maximum potential for
minimizing some of the threats to the credibility,
transferability, dependability, and confirmability,
otherwise collectively known as validity and reliability, of
the naturalistic inquiry (Kirk & Miller, 1986; Lincoln &
Guba, 1985; Spradley, 1979; Yin, 1989).
The strategies used to collect and analyze qualitative
data largely result from the ethnographic and field study
traditions of anthropology (Pelto & Pelto, 1978).

These

strategies are also widely used in sociology, psychology,
education, and most recently, business (Gummesson, 1991).
The four strategies of qualitative research used in
this study are: 1) the ethnographic interviews, which
attempt to record the culture as a shared system of meanings
which are learned, revised, maintained, and defined in
context of people interacting (Spradley, 1979); 2)
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participant observer, in which the researcher participates
in, observes, records, and aims to generate practical and
theoretical truths about the culture (Jorgensen, 1989;
Spradley, 1979;) and 3) document analysis, which attempts to
analyze the content of formal communication in the search
for shared meanings (Huberman & Miles, 1984; Jorgensen,
1989; Spradley, 1979).

The ethnographic interviews were the

primary source of data collection because they provide rich,
contextual narratives that allow individuals to present
their beliefs, experiences, and reasoning in ways that are
meaningful to them (Spradley, 1979).
strategies were used in minor ways.

The last two
Collectively, these

represented the ethnographic record and consisted of field
notes, tape recordings, transcriptions, and documents which
described the culture being studied (Spradley, 1979).

Data Collection and Analyses

These data were collected and analyzed in a repeated
cycle of purposeful sampling, inductive analysis, grounded
theory, and emergent design (Lincoln & Guba, 1985) utilizing
the techniques of ethnographic research as developed by
ethnographer, James Spradley (1979).
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Purposeful Sampling

According to Lincoln and Guba (1985), naturalistic
(qualitative) sampling differs significantly from the
conventional sampling methods of inferential research.
Qualitative sampling is informational, not statistical.

Its

purpose is not to facilitate generalization, but instead to
expand information.

The procedures used in qualitative

research are determined by the "particular ebb and flow of
information as the study is carried out rather than or a
priori considerations" (p.202).

Finally, the criterion

used to determine when to stop sampling is informational
redundancy, not a predetermined statistical confidence
level.
Maximum variation sampling, described as the sampling
mode of choice by Guba and Lincoln (1985), was used to
select participants in this study.

The object of this

method "is not to focus on the similarities that can be
developed into generalizations, but to detail the many
specifics that give the context its unique flavor" (p. 201).
This method also generates information in which the emergent
design or grounded theory can be based, outcomes negotiated,
and the case report written (Lincoln & Guba, 1985).
For maximum variation sampling to be purposeful, it
should possess the characteristics of emergent sampling
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design, serial selection of sample units, and continuous
adjustment of the sample, and selection to the point of
redundancy.

Lincoln and Guba (1985) provide the following

definitions:
(1) Emergent sampling design. There can be no a
priori specification of the sample; it cannot be
'drawn' in advance ... (p. 201).
(2) Serial selection of sample units. The
purpose of maximum variation is achieved by
selecting each unit of the sample only after the
previous unit has been mapped and analyzed. Each
successive unit can be chosen to extend
information already obtained, to obtain other
information that contrasts with it, or to fill in
gaps in the information that contrasts with it, or
to fill in gaps in the information obtained so
far.
It does not matter where the investigator
begins in the sampling process ••. , but successive
units are selected in accord with the need to
extend, test, and fill in information. Such
successive units are most easily obtained by
nominations (reputational, personal), but any
means that brings the investigator's attention to
bear on heuristic new units can be employed ••• (p.
201-202).
(3)
Continuous adjustment or 'focusing' of the
sample. Initially any sample unit will do as well
as any other, but as insights and information
accumulate and the investigator begins to develop
working hypotheses about the situation, the sample
may be refined to focus more particularly on those
units that seem most relevant. (p. 202).
(4) Selection to the point of redundancy.
In
traditional sampling the sample size is typically
designated beforehand; ••. In purposeful sampling
the size of the sample is determined by
informational considerations.
If the purpose is
maximize information, then sampling is terminated
when no new information is forthcoming from newly
sampled units; thus redundancy is the primary
criterion. (Lincoln & Guba, 1985, p. 202).
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Using purposeful sampling, informants were selected
then interviewed using a variety of descriptive, structural,
and contrast questioning techniques to encourage the
informant to provide information related to the innovation
process.

The majority of the interviews were audio taped

and transcribed verbatim for analysis.

To track and create

an audit trail for the data and insure confidentially for
the informants, each interview tape and corresponding
transcript had coded into it an informant identification
number.

When the informant did not wish to be audio taped,

extensive field notes were taken.

A concise summary was

written and returned to the informant for content
verification.
Initial sample selection was performed using the
current organizational structure of Dreyfus Research Park
(see Figure 2) where the innovation initiative was primarily
focused.

Recommendations for other participants were

solicited from each individual interviewed.

Interviews were

organized by belonging to either the Strategic Business
Development Division or the Core Research Division within
the Fibers and Film Group.

Further division of these two

groups identified the participants as either administration
or staff.

Administration included directors and management-

level positions; staff-level engineers, scientists and
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Figure 2. Organizational structure of Dreyfus Research Park
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technicians.

The result was four subcultures of

classification: SA (Strategic Business Division
administration), SS (Strategic Business Division staff), CA
(Core Business administration), and cs (Core Business
staff).

Numbers were added to these classifications to

identify the participants as members of their respective
groups.

For example, SAOOl represented a member of the

Strategic Business Division administration.

Numbers were

assigned at random and were not reflective of the
participant's position within the organization.
Descriptive questions were broad, open-ended questions
used to

"provide a verbal description of significant

features of the culture" (Spradley, 1979, p. 87) in the
informant's own words.

These questions were derived from

the statement of purpose and objectives of the study.

The

following descriptive questions or statements were used:
(1)

Why innovate?

(2)

Tell me about the innovation process.

(3)

What aspects of the innovation process are working
the best and are the most advantageous to
innovation?

(4)

Are there obstacles to innovation, and if so, what
are they?

(5)

What recommendations do you have to improve the
innovation process?

(6)

Are there any areas you feel are important to
understanding the innovation process that were not
covered in our previous discussion?
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Structural questions were used to complement the
descriptive questions.

These questions were developed to

verify the domains and elicit additional information or
subsets about the domains (Spradley, 1979).

These questions

were asked throughout the interview process and were based
on information elicited from the descriptive questions and
the emerging domains. The following are examples of types of
the structural questions that were used:
(1)

What are all the reasons to innovate?

(2)

What are all the parts of the innovation process?

(3)

What are all the characteristics that are
advantageous to innovation?

(4)

What are all the obstacles to innovation?

(5)

What are all the recommendations to innovation?

Contrast questions were used to derive meaning from the
information provided by the descriptive and structural
questions by exploring relationships such as how something
is similar or different from something else (Spradley,
1979).

These questions provided the researcher with a means

of confirming similarities or differences among the
Strategic Business Division and the Core Businesses and
among Administration and Staff, and were asked concurrent
with the descriptive and structural questions.

The

following are examples of the types of contrast questions
that were used:
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(1)

What are the similarities and differences between
the strategic Business Division's mission and the
Core Businesses' mission?

(2)

What are the differences in the criteria for
evaluating performance between the Strategic
Business Division and the Core Businesses?
Although the Development Research Sequence

(D.R.S.) was described in a manner that indicated linear
movement from descriptive to contrast questions, Spradley
(1979) intended that they be used concurrently.

Inductive Data Analysis
An ethnographic record consists primarily of text-based
data, or words, used by the informant to describe his/her
culture.

These words are actually semantic "symbols" and

are systematically structured by the informant to describe
his/her cultural experiences.

"All symbols involve three

elements: the symbol itself, one or more referents, and a
relationship between the symbol and the referent.

This

triad is the basis for all symbolic meaning" (Spradley,
1979, p. 95).

The task in analyzing text-based data is to

decode these symbols to uncover their meaning.

Inductive

data analysis is the preferred method to discover the
relationships among cultural symbols (Spradley, 1979).
Lincoln and Guba (1985) recommended inductive data
analysis (versus deductive) because this process is more
likely to:
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1)

identify the multiple realities to be found in the
data;

2)

describe fully the setting and make decisions
about transferability to other settings easier;

3)

identify the mutually shaping influences that
interact;

4)

make the investigator-informant interaction "explicit, recognizable, and accountable" (Lincoln &
Guba, 1985, p. 40).

Spradley has developed three types of inductive
analytical techniques:

domain analysis, taxonomic analysis,

and componential analysis.

These techniques were used to

analyze the data in this research.
Domain analysis was the first inductive technique used
to scrutinize the data for categories of information
relevant to the concepts being studied.

A domain analysis

was conducted by searching the data for domains, or broad
categories of information.
Each domain consists of three elements.
are names for the domains.

Cover terms

Included terms are items or data

bits from the informant that fit inside the domain.
Semantic relationships link the cover term and the included
terms (Spradley, 1979).
Spradley (1979) recommends the use of nine universal
semantic relationships to analyze the data.
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In the

following of these relationships, "X" represents the

"Y"

included term (data bit), and

represents the cover term

(domain of meaning):
1)

Strict inclusion:

X is a kind of Y.

2)

Spatial:

3)

Cause-effect:
of Y.

4)

Rationale:

5)

Location-for-action:

6)

Function:

7)

Means-end:

8)

Sequence:

9)

Attribution: X is an attribute or characteristic
of Y (Spradley, 1979, p. 111).

X is a place in Y; X is a part of Y.

X is a result of Y.

X is a cause

X is a reason for doing Y.
X is a place for doing Y.

X is used for Y.
X is a way to do Y.
X is a step/stage in Y.

Using domain analysis, each descriptive interview was
searched for domains.

Each question and transcribed

response was reviewed to determine into which of the nine
semantic relationships, and then which domain, the response
or part of the response would fall.

This information was

recorded on a domain analysis worksheet (see Figure 3 for an
example of a completed domain analysis worksheet).

Each

worksheet was identified by the respondent's five-digit
code.
Using these same semantic relationships, a taxonomic
analysis was conducted to identify subsets within a specific
domain and the relationships between these subsets.
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These

Membership Classification and Number SA009

Domain Analysis Worksheet
Hoechst Celanese Corporation Innovation Research Project

1. Semantic
2. Form:

Relationship:___,C....,a.__us~e._.-EILLiff'""""ec......t _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

X is a result of doing Y

Included Terms
Innovation language
for communication
Improved quality BCP
EntrepreneuriaV
intrapreneurial behavior
Imp roved communication
Critical mass of innovators/
cadre of innovators

Semantic Relationship

Cover Term

is a result of

HCC Innovation process

Structural Questions: What are all the results of the HCC Innovation Process?

Included Terms

Semantic Relationship

Figure 3. Example of Completed Domain Analysis Worksheet
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Cover Term

relationships were translated into a taxonomy.

A taxonomy

is a kind of "cognitive map" that displays the relationship
of the domain's cover terms, semantic relationship, and
included terms (Spradley, 1979, p. 186).

"A taxonomy can be

represented in several ways: a box diagram, a set of lines
and nodes, or an outline" (p. 147).
The domain analysis worksheets were organized by the
membership classification (SA, SS, CA, and CS) and
respondent's assigned number.

Using the domain analysis

worksheets, taxonomies were developed for each membership
classification.

The cover terms from the domain analysis

worksheets served as the focal point of the taxonomy; the
semantic relationships as lines; and the included terms as
nodes (see Figure 4).

Counts of the included terms were

maintained to record the frequency of occurrence.

Once

completed, these taxonomies (see Figure 5 for an example of
a completed taxonomic analysis; Appendix A contains a
duplicate listing for reading convenience) were used to
conduct a componential analysis of the membership groups and
to assist in the construction of additional contrast
questions.
A componential analysis was conducted to systematically
"search for the attributes (components of meaning)
associated with cultural symbols" (Spradley, 1979, p. 174).
This analysis included the entire process of searching the
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taxonomies for contrasts, areas of similarities and
dissimilarities across the membership groups, based on the
broad research questions (see Figure 6 for a sample of a
componential analysis worksheet for all membership groups
and Appendix B for a detailed componential analysis listing
for a specific membership group).

It also allowed for the

verification of this information with informants and filling
in any missing information to expand the grounded theory.

Grounded Theory
The grounded theory was the "guiding substantive
theory"

that resulted as the data was analyzed (Lincoln &

Guba, 1985, p. 41).

The data analysis was performed to

systematically search the data for the discovery of cultural
themes.

This concept was first introduced by the

anthropologist Morris Opler (1945), who proposed that the
general pattern of a culture can be understood by
identifying recurrent themes.

He defined a theme as:

A postulate or position, declared or implied, and
usually controlling behavior or stimulating
activity, which is tacitly approved or openly
promoted in a society.
(Opler, 1945, p. 198).
Spradley (1979) defines a cultural theme as "any
cognitive principle, tacit or explicit, recurrent in a
number of domains and serving as a relationship among
subsystems of cultural meaning.
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Cultural themes are
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elements in the cognitive maps [taxonomies] which make up a
culture" (p. 186).

They are general assertions that can

apply to numerous situations and can occur in two or more
domains.
Cultural themes were discovered using the taxonomies to
visualize the relationships between domains.

A summary

overview of the cultural scene was written to describe these
relationships.

This overview was used to verify the results

of analysis and write the case study report.

Emergent Design
During the sequence of data analysis, the information
derived from the previous analysis was used to structure the
data collection that followed.

Lincoln and Guba (1985)

referred to this process as emergent design.

During the

initial data collection not enough was known about the
multiple realities or the patterns of mutual shaping to
design a priori the structural and contrast questions.
These questions were generated during initial data
collection and analysis and were based on the need to
continue expanding the grounded theory.

Methodological Issues of Validity and Reliability
As with any research methodology, the case study method
has both advantages and limitations in regard to validity
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and reliability (Kirk & Miller, 1986; Lincoln & Guba, 1985;
Yin, 1989).

Lincoln & Guba (1985) propose substitution of

the conventional terms used for validity and reliability
with an alternative set of terms for the naturalistic
inquirer.

They prefer instead to refer to internal

validity as "credibility," external validity as
"transferability," reliability as "dependability," and
objectivity as "confirmability," and collectively labels
them as issues of trustworthiness.
Bias is introduced into any study that uses interviews
as a primary source of data and inductive techniques to
analyze the data.

Researcher bias also poses a threat (Yin,

1989).
To reduce these sources of bias, specific steps were
taken.

They were:

audio taping and verbatim transcription

of the interviews; triangulation of data through document
analysis and group member check; recording of researcher
impressions in a field journal; the use of descriptive
questions and probes to guide each interview; and a thirdparty auditor to review the data collection and manipulation
and to make his/her own assessment of the analysis and
interpretations.

Use of a single researcher eliminated

inter-researcher reliability problems.
One concern of case study research is the inability
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to make generalizations about the population from a nonprobabili ty sample (Lincoln & Guba, 1985).

The aim of this

study was not to make generalizations to other populations,
but rather to contribute to the body of knowledge related to
innovation and guide future studies.

Findings from

naturalistic inquiry research should be interpreted
"idiographically," that is, in terms of the particulars of
the case rather than in "terms of lawlike generalizations"
(Lincoln & Guba, 1985, p. 42).
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Notes

(1)

Several minor modifications of the verbatim quotes from
the interview transcripts were routinely applied in
this study:
(a)

"Oh's," "ah's," "you know," stuttering and
repeated words were removed to provide a fluid
narrative.

(b)

Quotes are identified by membership classification
and number to protect the anonymity of the
participants.

(c)

References to specific technology, businesses, new
products and projects were not used in order to
protect corporate proprietary information and to
further assure anonymity of respondents.

(2)

Copyrighted material appearing in the appendices was
used with the express permission of Hoechst Celanese
Corp.

(3)

The organizational charts were greatly simplified to
give the reader:

(4)

(a)

a sense of the relationship between the
selected respondents within the Fibers
and Film Group's Core Business Units and
the Strategic Business Development
Division (Figure 2);

(b)

a sense of the relationship between Hoechst
Celanese's overall organizational structure
and the core business units (Appendix A); and

(c)

an overview of the Dreyfus Research Park
organizational structure (Figure 2)
where data was collected.

Readers seeking more information about the consultants
or training programs listed in Chapter IV should
contact the Office of Innovation, Hoechst Celanese
Corp., Dreyfus Research Park, 2300 Archdale Drive,
Charlotte, NC 28210, or call 704-554-3414.
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Chapter IV

ANALYSIS AND FINDINGS

This chapter presents a synthesis of the research
findings and an analysis of the data as they relate to each
of the research questions.

The rationale for innovation,

the specific innovation program that evolved and was
implemented, the expected outcomes, and status of the
program at the end of data collection are described in
response to the first two research questions.

Factors, both

advantageous and disadvantageous to organizational and
technological innovation are presented, as are
recommendations for process improvement.

Membership

classification represents the views of the various
subcultures involved in the process and serves as an
indicator of the innovation initiative's growth, impact,
influence, and interaction with areas inside and outside the
Strategic Business Development Division to foster new
business, new technology and the revitalization of existing
businesses.

Verbatim quotes are used to allow those most

closely involved to provide specific insights into the
innovation process.
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Rationale for Innovation
1.

What are the internal and/or external factors that
drive orqanizational or technoloqical innovation and
serve as a rationale for the development of an
innovation process?
The primary rationale given for organizational and

technological innovation at Hoechst Celanese Corp. (HCC)
were corporate survival and corporate renewal.

Most of the

external factors identified were related to the global
market-place and competition; most of the internal factors
were related to the corporation's efforts to respond to this
competition.

These factors were the only ones which were

identified as "external" in the study; the remainder were
"internal" to the process.
Respondents' comments relating to survival and renewal
were consistent across all membership groups:

Strategic

Business Development (SBD) administration (SA), SBD staff
(SS), Core administration (CA), and Core staff (CS).
Specifically, respondents were in consensus that the core
businesses and product life cycles were maturing.

Markets

were declining and the organization was playing catch-up.
Customers were demanding new products.

Innovation was

necessary to create new business, new technologies, and to
revitalize the existing core businesses.

The most recent

commercial products from innovation efforts were not
competitively priced, so Hoechst Celanese (HCC) was not
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going to be competitive in the future.
growing new businesses was poor.

The track record for

Neither sufficient time

nor funds were made available for new business growth.

HCC

was in a defensive posture during a time when competition
and markets were world wide and operating non-traditionally.
The corporate culture and infrastructure were riskaverse and geared to short-term success.

The quality

program, which had greatly improved organizational
performance in manufacturing, was a poor fit in the research
and development environment.

Characteristics of the quality

program--it was a highly systematic process with a
philosophical base and language--were viewed as desirable to
produce the change needed to create new businesses, new
technologies and to revitalize existing businesses. Since no
standard program like the quality initiative existed for
innovation, Hoechst Celanese (HCC) developed a program and
implemented a process based on extensive research.
In mid 1987, the American-based Celanese Corp. merged
with the German-based Hoechst Aktiengesellschaft (HAG)
creating the Hoechst Celanese Corp.

(HCC).

HCC is a

multinational manufacturer with business areas in chemicals
and colorants, fibers and films, polymers, pharmaceutical
and health, agriculture, engineering and technology.
Headquartered in Frankfurt, Germany, Hoechst
Aktiengesellschaft (HAG) operates 230 companies in 120
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countries employing 180,000 people worldwide; 15,400 in
research and development.
The manufacturing areas of the corporation were
organized into five broad areas:

Advanced Materials;

Advanced Technology; Fibers and Film Group; Chemicals; and
Life Sciences (see Appendix C).

Each of these manufacturing

groups were further organized into independent core business
units.

The core units were categorized as either qrow,

maintain, or diminish, based on established performance
criteria.

SBD administrator, SAOOl, explained the business

classification system:
In the broader sense, we've got three classes of
business officially designated as grow, maintain,
diminish. For the three different classes, there
are very well spelled-out criteria which apply and
they are evaluated by those criteria. As you go
from class to class, the rules or the weighting
changes ••. so that the 'maintain' and 'diminish'
businesses are much more weighted on the money
they produce •.. and the 'grow' business ••• are more
concerned with growth ... in sales and market share.
Following the merger, Hoechst Celanese's (HCCs)
management became more concerned about innovation.

Current

core businesses were beginning to mature, the next new
technological innovation was overdue, and when it came, it
was too expensive to be commercially viable.

Innovation

became viewed as a means for corporate survival.

Another

SBD administrator, SA002, described the situation as
follows:
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For any number of years in Celanese Corporation,
we were unable to do anything except the
businesses that we were already in. The last
innovation that led to a new business ••• came in
the late 60's, early 70s. The other businesses
that we were in were commodities that had a lifecycle that you could more or less predict.
Calculations suggested that by sometime after the
turn of the century, that market was going to
start to decline. If you looked at other places
of strength that we had ••• , and you put those on a
time chart, you could see that the next innovation
was overdue. And in fact, ... [when] the next
innovation came, it was too expensive to be
commercially viable.
You knew the basic strengths that you had as a
company were going to erode simply because time
and other people's innovation was going to kill
it. And with the knowledge that unless you also
got into the innovation process, you were
essentially going to be out of business.
SBD administrator, SA007, added:
Like most American companies, if you reviewed our
track record on growing new businesses, it was
fairly poor. Most of the time we either didn't
have resources focused, didn't allow sufficient
time, or didn't find sufficient funds. For
whatever the reason, these things tended to die.
So we set out on a plan for five years to, first
of all, define the process necessary to create
future business value--create new businesses--and
then, at the same time, try to actually implement
this process as we went along.
Recognizing that innovation was an issue of corporate
survival, management evaluated the corporation's position
and determined that in order to become more innovative, the
corporation would have to "understand" innovation, and
systematize or program it, so that the organization could
change.

SBD administrator, SA002, further explained:
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You need to have an ongoing company, and in order
to do that, you have to have some kind of new
idea. And ultimately, all of these new ideas, for
us, are going to be technologically based, because
we are a technological company. We manufacture
products. We have to manufacture ones that the
market needs, and we have to manufacture them
cheaply. We can talk about all our expertise as a
selling organization, but it doesn't matter if you
don't have anything to sell--or nothing that the
market wants. Now, with that kind of background,
we also knew that we had some time--we figured
five to seven years--where earnings from our
[mature) businesses were going to be good enough
that they could support expenditures in an
innovation process.
So we essentially just set out to see what we
could accomplish. And it started with
'understanding' what innovation was about in the
same kind of way that in the early 80's we tried
to understand what quality was about. And someone
spent two years of his life just trying to
understand how people in companies can become more
innovative, and see if we could systematize that-could program it--so that an organization of this
size could change who they were.
In 1988 the Strategic Business Development Division
(SBD) was created within the Fibers and Film Group (F&FG) at
Dreyfus Research Park (DRP) in Charlotte, NC as an
"experiment" in organizational renewal (innovation).

The

purpose of this division was to create new businesses, new
technologies, and to revitalize existing businesses for
Hoechst Celanese Corp.'s Fibers and Film Group.

This

division was organized into eight director-level positions:
Applied Research, Technology Management, Finance and
Administration, Strategic Acquisitions, New Business
Development, Commercial Business Development,
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Innovation/Quality, and Human Resources (see Appendix D).
The Strategic Business Development Division (SBD) was funded
by revenues from the core business units in F&FG.
It was the responsibility of the newly appointed
Director of Innovation/Quality to research and understand
innovation.

The director had formerly been a quality

director for research and development (R&D) and used that
experience base to begin the research.
Hoechst Celanese (HCC) had been involved with a quality
improvement program since 1982.

This program was an

organized, systematic process based on the quality
management and continuous improvement work of Deming,
Crosby, and Juran.

While the program worked well in the

manufacturing environment, greatly improving organizational
performance, it did not apply well in research and
development.

The techniques and methods of the Quality

Program focused more on statistical process control,
improved customer service, and process/product improvement,
not the generation or renewal of new business opportunities
or new technologies.

SBD administrator, SAOOl, explained:

... what we're calling innovation is the quality
process interpreted outside a manufacturing
environment. It doesn't mean that it doesn't have
implications for manufacturing as well; it does.
But it adds that extra piece to the whole quality
initiative that was missing before because nobody
could figure out what to do in those areas.
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During the next two years, the Director of
Innovation/Quality conducted research and benchmarked other
corporations.

In addition, he consulted with the Center for

Creative Leadership at Research Triangle Research Park, NC
and Teresa Amabile of Brandeis University, both of whom had
done considerable research in creativity.

Although there

was a great deal of interest in innovation and how to do it,
no process existed.

SBD administrator, SAOOl, described the

situation:
People [were] interested ... but nobody had any sort
of packaged understanding of [innovation] ••. I
mean, there is no parallel to what exists in the
quality field.
There's no sort of general
understanding, logic or structure to it. There
are practitioners certainly, but there is nothing
that parallels what Deming, Crosby, Juran, or any
of the quality leaders did .•• I think what we've
been trying to do is to create something like
Deming and Crosby did for quality, something like
that which will work for us in innovation.
Experience with the Quality Program had demonstrated
that large bureaucratic organizations, such as Hoechst
Celanese (HCC), required an organized, structured approach
to promote change.

The Quality Program's philosophical

base, quality language, and systematic approach facilitated
the exchange of the old operating paradigms for new ones and
served as an example for establishing a formal innovation
program.

SBD administrator, SAOOl, continued:

We [at Hoechst Celanese] think that if we think
about change and care about it, it is going to
happen. But as it turns out, that is not true.
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Especially not in a bureaucratic organization such
as ours. You've got to do something else. You
have to do something systematic, structured and
organized.
SBD administrator, SA009, drew on Hoechst Celanese's (HCCs)
quality experience to explain the role a new language serves
in the innovation initiative:
It [the Quality Program] gave us a language; we
had a vocabulary ••• A language takes you to a
different level and people start communicating
better because they don't have the baggage of
preconceived ideas in the language they have been
using ... Innovation is the language of
renewal ... and you must release yourself from a set
of paradigms, guidelines, restrictions that either
are imposed, or perceived to be imposed, from the
past.
Core administrator, CAOOl, added:
We have a common language which allows us to
miscommunicate. We are separated by a common
language.
As an integral part of its Quality Program, Hoechst
Celanese (HCC) completed various quality surveys.

In 1988,

following a recent quality survey, HCC engaged the services
of the Center for Creative Leadership (CCL) in Greensboro,
NC to conduct an Innovation Climate Survey at Dreyfus
Research Park (DRP).

The results of the climate survey were

correlated with the most recent internal quality survey.
Findings of the study indicated that Dreyfus Research Park
(DRP) had an "undifferentiated climate" and recommended that
"given that creativity is associated with diversity and
novel points of view, HCC's bland climate may be its biggest
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deterrent to employees' creativity" (Center for Creative
Leadership, 1989, p. 2).

Hoechst Celanese Corp.'s

Innovation Process was created as a result of these findings
and recommendations.

The Innovation Process
2.

What process is utilized by an orqanization to foster
orqanizational and technoloqical innovation, and what
are the expected outcomes?
Analysis of these data indicated that while an

awareness of the innovation initiative existed across all
groups, actual working knowledge of the HCC Innovation
Process primarily resided with SBD Administration (SA) and
SBD Staff (SS).

The Strategic Business Development Division

(SBD) was purposely established as an autonomous group
operating outside the core businesses.

Its mission was to

develop new businesses, new technology, and revitalize
existing core businesses.

The separation of SBD from the

core business units was a strategic decision by upper-level
management to liberate this organization and its resources
from the day-to-day problem-solving activities which are
characteristic of mature businesses actively engaged in
manufacturing, sales and product delivery.

Employees from

these business units were encouraged to interact with the
Strategic Business Development Division, attend innovation
activities, and submit ideas to the division for potential
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commercial development.

History of the process's

development, its components, their function, and how the
system operated resided primarily with members of the
Strategic Business Development's administration (SA) and
staff (SS).

While funding and resources for the innovation

initiative were provided by core business revenues, Core
administration (CA) and Core staff (CS) expressed a limited
awareness of a conceptual model and formal process within
the Strategic Business Division (SBD).

These membership

groups possessed a fundamental understanding of idea
champions or teams presenting ideas to a Screening
Committee, and if approved, entering into New Business
Development's (NBD) Commercialization Pipeline.

They lacked

more specific information related to the comprehensive
process.
In addition, Core administration (CA) and Core staff
(CS) members, were not aware of the new venture activities
under development or the outcomes of SBD activities.
Several respondents indicated that they thought it would be
beneficial if SBD advertised some of their "successes."

The HCC Innovation Process
By the end of 1990, the Strategic Business Development
Division (SBD) had developed the basic framework for a
formal, systematic Innovation Program.
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The need and the

vision had been defined and a conceptual model (Wright,
A Five-Part Management

1992) for innovation created.

Process, based on the Innovation Model's elements, was
developed and implemented by managers within the Strategic
Business Development division (SBD).

The New Business

Development division (NBD) management created the
Commercialization Pipeline.
In addition to the existing SBD organization, the
Innovation/Quality Subdivision was expanded to aid in the
implementation of the Innovation Program.

The Office of

Innovation was created for this purpose and staffed at the
manager level.

To bridge the quality efforts with the

innovation initiative, a manager of Quality Administration
was also designated.

The Conceptual Model for Innovation
The Innovation Model (Wright, 1992) outlined the need
and the vision, and introduced a new language and a
philosophy to guide the innovation initiative at HCC.
Innovation was identified as the means for corporate renewal
and was defined as the implementation of creativity.
The Innovation Model (see Appendix E) consisted of
three concentric circles overlapping in the context of a
flexible boundary.

Simply described, innovation occurred

where expertise, skills and motivation overlap and merge.
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The boundaries (see later discussion) represented the areas
in which the company welcomed innovation.

Expertise was

developed through staffinq and the hiring of a diverse
workforce.

Skills were the tools and techniques, which went

beyond traditional training that people can learn to help
them think and act more creatively.

The organizational

environment served either to enhance or weaken the selfmotivation of individuals or teams.

The ideal environment

promoted calculated risk-taking, and appreciated the
learning that emanates from both success and failure.
Boundaries were determined by a strateqic focus--def ining
the competitive advantages that were being sought and
creating a structure that would achieve it.
boundaries existed a comfort zone.

Within the

The comfort zone

appeared in the model to emphasize the business
opportunities in which the organization was currently
active.

The goal of innovation was to push the comfort zone

in an outward direction for the pursuit of "step-out"
businesses and technologies, and in this manner, become a
less risk averse organization (Wright, 1992).
Under-development or under-representation of any of the
model elements would upset the model's balance and undermine
the innovation process.

Innovation thrived when the

elements of the model were balanced and overlapped
proportionately.

The boundaries or strategic focus kept
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innovation purposeful and useful within the corporation, yet
extended beyond the comfort zone (Wright, 1992).
For example, innovation at HCC that yielded a better
hamburger would not be purposeful or within the
corporation's strategic focus.

However, entering into a new

business opportunity, inventing a new technology, creating
the next generation of an existing technology, or entering
new markets based on HCC core competencies, would be in line
with the model's strategic focus.

This concept was referred

to as a SCAFIT--a strategically competitive advantage
founded in technology.

SBD administrator, SAOOS, explained

the SCAFIT:
Our reasoning is that, in a large corporation
structured as we are, we are unlikely to be
successful in a new business venture based on
marketing prowess, distribution, or other factors,
where other organizations or entities can move
faster than we can. But we think we can be
successful where we have technology--a protected
technology in one form or another--underpinning
the new business.
The overall mission, however, was to create high-energy
innovation within the corporation's strategic focus or
boundaries.

SBD administrator, SA003, described the

mission:
Our overall mission is to create high-energy
innovation. By that I mean, everyone is
innovative. We want people to become more and
more innovative by concentrating on these various
elements that we think are important to
innovation. So to expand our mission further, we
create a critical mass of high-energy innovators,
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or high-energy innovation ... Critical mass is
defined as the square root of the number of people
that you're talking about. On this site, it's
probably seven hundred; in SBD, two hundred.
If
you take the square root, you're getting down to a
small number of people ... If you start looking at
how many high-energy innovators we have on this
site, you could probably count them on one hand.
I'd like to see that number grow to about twentyfive or thirty--a mass of people that is big
enough to impact the way work gets done on this
site.
As the critical mass of innovators expanded and
calculated risk-taking also increased, these elements
started to become recycled back into the model, creating an
environment in which innovation was status quo.

Innovation

would then become a part of the corporate culture.

The

unpublished manuscript, The Innovation Machine (Wright,
1992), explained in-depth the philosophical base and
established a language for HCC's evolving Innovation
Program.

The strategic Business Division's Five-Part Management
Process for Innovation
The Five-Part Management Process (Appendix F) was based
on the Innovation Model's four elements: expertise, skills,
motivation and boundaries.
a "vision-mission."

Each element was translated into

Five-year expectations were established

along with strategic imperatives, milestones and objectives.
SBD administrator, SA007, explained the need for the plan:
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Now, if you go back five years ago when we looked
at this, one of the things ••• required was ••• that
we were going to have to give people
empowerment •.• The concept of empowerment is
probably one of the most difficult aspects to
manage in this whole process •.• Not everyone is
going to be comfortable in the environment of
Strategic Business Development •.. It involves
taking on high-risk projects. You are going to
fail more often than you are going to succeed.
Okay, the people that are comfortable in that
environment want the autonomy to go out and make
decisions. You [need] some mechanism so that they
feel like they don't have to come and ask each
time a decision is to be made. The concept of
what we call strategic imperatives and milestones
is the mechanism we designed to do that.
SBD administrator, SAOOS, further described concept of
strategic imperatives, milestones, and objectives:
We attempt to define the strategic imperatives,
along with time lines, that ... must occur for that
area to be successful. Then we break those into
milestones ... and specific work objectives .•• to
check the path along the way ...
It became evident during the development of the FivePart Management Process that fifty percent (50%) of its
thrust was on education, the skill development part of the
Innovation Model.

SBD administrator, SA003, discussed the

role of education:
[Supporting] the four elements, we have a fivestep management process. For each element, we
have developed a vision, a vision-mission, of what
this place would look like if we had this one
element of the innovation process where we want it
to be ... We have strategic imperatives,
milestones, and objectives that we are pursuing so
that we can grow each element of our Innovation
Model •••
If you look at ..• all the objectives that
we have to pursue in striving to reach our vision
or 'vision-mission' in each of the four elements,
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fifty percent of them revolve around educating
people. So education becomes a major push. It is
our way ... of producing a critical mass of highenergy innovators.
Another thrust of the process was to create a more
diverse workforce, the staffing component of the Innovation
Model.

Core administrator, CAOOl, explained the diversity

concern:
Diversity does not come from demographics. It
comes from diversity in thinking. HCC needs
people who think differently .•• running around here
in long hair and earrings. We need to stop hiring
all engineers. We need some people with degrees
in music appreciation and liberal arts that are
reasonably intelligent. We need to recruit from
different gene pools. Currently, we staff from
the same curriculum, same schools, same
professors, and same degree fields. Whether these
people are black, white, male, or female, they
still think the same. We get what we want. We
are risk-averse even at staffing. We are not
conscious of doing it. It results from what we
think is the right way to do things. We need to
hire psychologists, but not to work as
psychologists. They need to be working with the
engineers in teams.
The demographics of the respondents participating in the
study were somewhat homogeneous.

Primarily, they were

caucasian males between the ages of thirty and sixty.
Motivation, thought to be achieved by changing the
environment, was probably a more difficult component of the
Innovation Model to manage because it related directly to
staffing and skill development.

SBD administrator, SA012,

described the environment needed for innovation:
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We come from the premise that innovation ••• can be
enhanced in a couple of ways. One, by creating an
environment where innovation is expected,
recognized, and rewarded. Create an environment
where it is not just acceptable ••• for people to
come up with new ideas, to take them forward,
..• but encouraged.
The Five-Part Management Process was implemented as a
management tool to concentrate on the strategic focus,
staffing, skill training and development, and motivation
necessary to change environment.

By expanding the expertise

and skill base, individuals and teams--the critical mass of
innovators--would be empowered to create new businesses, new
technologies and revitalize existing core business units.

The Office of Innovation and Quality Administration
The Off ice of Innovation was established to help
facilitate people's ideas, promote networking, and to create
visibility and awareness around the innovation initiative.
SBD administrator, SAOlO, explained:
The Off ice of Innovation is basically just an
entry gate to get ideas in (to the system].
It is
a suggestion box that actually takes people ••• and
teaches them how to grow ideas.
To assist and complement this initiative, Quality
Administration was designed to focus more on the process of
innovation and bridge the quality efforts with the
innovation program.

SBD administrator, SAOOJ, described the

connection:
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The mission means that the focus of the quality
process, as such, is to focus on the innovation
process. If you look at the elements that are
important to the successful growth of an
innovation process, they are very similar to what
one would cover in a quality process, but with a
slightly different twist on what you look at--how
you look at things.
The Quality Administration manager frequently facilitated
sessions for engineers, scientists, technicians, and
research associates, and also helped business units with
organizational performance assessment exercises.
These managers worked cooperatively with other
subdivisions of SBD and the core business units to improve
and expand the Innovation Program, and produce the critical
mass of innovators.

Respondents generally referred to the

joint efforts of the Director of Innovation/Quality, the
Office of Innovation manager, and the Quality Administration
manager collectively as "The Office of Innovation" (a
designation which will be used from this point forward).
Individuals, both from within and outside the corporation
with ideas for new businesses, new technologies, or
extension of core competencies, were encouraged to contact
these managers, who then provided advice and assistance
aimed at developing these ideas into Business Concept
Proposals (BCPs).

The type of assistance provided varied

based on the individual requirements of the idea.
money was available when needed.
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Seed

The Office of Innovation

also provided assistance to help individuals with ideas to
network with other individuals and experts, inside and
outside the corporation.

These services were made available

not only to employees of Hoechst Celanese.

Outside

inventors or customers contacted the Off ice of Innovation
with ideas related to the corporation's core competencies,
products, or markets for potential joint development or
venturing.

The Office of Innovation, in addition to

providing seed money to aid in the preliminary investigation
of ideas, was also able to work with managers in obtaining
extra time for individuals to work on their ideas.
Key operating objectives of the Innovation/Quality
Department were that ideas would not be pre-judged as good
or bad, and therefore, killed prematurely.

Also the Office

of Innovation would not develop the ideas or the Business
Concept Proposals.

It was the responsibility of the idea

champion or idea teams to "grow" the ideas.
The managers of these two offices, along with the
Director of Innovation/Quality, were responsible for
implementing activities such as building an Innovation Lab,
creating a computerized Idea Fund, organizing JumpStart
sessions, and providing specially designed and
professionally facilitated skill/tool building programs
such as Innovation Training 101 and the School for
Innovators, which promoted idea generation, idea
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championing, and the development of Business Concept
Proposals (BCPs).

Other offerings included:

quarterly

Innovation Seminars and monthly Innovation Climate
Luncheons, forums in which internationally renowned
consultants, such as Edward DeBono, presented on topics
related to personal and organizational creativity and
innovation; InfoEx, a technology and information exchange
seminar; quarterly Innovation calendars; and two Innovation
Workbooks.

The Innovation Lab
The Innovation Lab was created to provide a unique and
innovative work environment at Dreyfus Research Park for HCC
employees and customers.

The lab was specially equipped to

stimulate the senses and promote diversity of thought.
The lab, oval in shape, featured state-of-the-art
audio, video, and computer equipment that can be utilized in
a variety of ways to stimulate innovative thinking.

The

equipment was positioned for easy access and use by session
facilitators.

The Office of Innovation, which supervised

the Lab's use, was available for consultation and, as
needed, provided trained facilitators.
CyberQuest, an interactive computerized innovation
support system created by consultant, John Dickey, offered a
vast database of text, music, and video for idea generation
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and problem solving.

It also featured an aroma disc to

excite the sense of smell.

The Lab was designed by HCC

employees using CyberQuest.
Three video screens permitted the simultaneous display
of images from the video cassette player, a video laser disc
player, and computer screen.

A 35mm slide projector, video

projector, and overhead projector allowed a variety of
visual images to be viewed on the automated projection
screen.

Audio and video taping equipment permitted the

recording of Lab sessions for archiving or training
purposes.

The walls housed flip charts and an electronic

data board which allowed the facilitator to record pertinent
information during sessions.

The Lab's computer was

connected to HCC's corporate computer network so user's can
access any software or files available on the system.
The Lab also featured a professional lighting system
with four programmable lighting levels for a variety of
viewing requirements.

A kitchenette with a separate

service entrance permitted food and beverage delivery
without interruption to ongoing sessions.

The IdeaFund and Jumpstart sessions

The IdeaFund was developed as an interactive electronic
forum available on HCC's computer network which allowed
employees to suggest and refine ideas for new lines of
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businesses, new technologies, or for revitalizing an
existing business.

Ideas submitted to IdeaFund resided on

the computer system where other interested parties commented
and provided assistance in the development of these ideas.
When numerous ideas related to a common market,
technology, or business appeared on the IdeaFund, the Office
of Innovation organized Jumpstart sessions--sessions aimed
at generating enough synergy around the idea to encourage an
idea champion or informal team to move the idea toward a
Business Concept Proposal (BCP) or other forms of
implementation.

The sessions focused on important issues

and information thought necessary to develop a business or
technology and move it toward commercialization.

JumpStart

sessions were also organized outside of the IdeaFund
environment for individuals or groups wanting to work on a
particular problem.

The School for Innovators
The School for Innovators was created by consultant
Rolf Smith as part of HCC's education curricula aimed at
developing a critical mass of innovators.

The workshop was

designed to teach the Creative Problem Solving (CPS) Model
and develop facilitation skills for interested HCC employees
within and beyond the Dreyfus Research Park location.
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SBD

administrator, SA003, described the purpose of the School
for Innovators:
We're trying to diversify the work force we've got
right now ... We've got to be able to increase the
number of people who feel very comfortable in
leading groups of people in creative problemsolving. Right now we are miserably short of
people that can do that ••• We're going to go a
long way with this ... School for Innovators
training. We've picked a group of fourteen using
various criteria. One of them was geographic. I
call it infiltration. Get people in different
locations with a different set of tools ••• so we've
got a group of fourteen people that are interested
in the innovation process and are in positions to
do so. We're spreading the word outside DRP
(Dreyfus Research Park].

Innovation Training 101
Innovation Training 101 (ITlOl) resulted from a
cooperative effort of the Strategic Business Development
division's Human Resource Department, the Office of
Innovation/Quality Administration, New Business Development,
and consultants Gifford Pinchot, Ron Pellman, Dick Leider,
Bill Jeffries, Judith Noel, and Rocky Kimble.

ITlOl was

designed as an intense, 13-day program for individuals/teams
to learn to develop business judgment and the skills needed
to be an intrapreneur--a person employing entrepreneurial
skills within an organizational environment.

SBD

administrator, SA004, described the need for the training:
We had to develop some kind of model for an
entrepreneur, or 'intrapreneur,' as Pinchot calls
it, so that people could understand what's
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expected of them...
You've got to give people
some insight into what it takes to start up a
business ••• and be successful, versus what it takes
to be successful doing a project. Now some of the
same skills are required, but the business skills
are additional, and in some cases, different
skills.
[When you run a business], you've got the
financial, manufacturing, marketing, sales and
distribution, and technology. Unless you've run a
business, you've typically just been involved in
one aspect of that business •.• So it's trying to
raise people's knowledge beyond just the
functional aspect that they've dealt with all
along, but to [focus] on all the different aspects
that make a business successful.
Real-world business concepts and potential HCC business
opportunities were used as the foundation for learning in
sessions which explore individual/team differences and
preferences, vision, values, talents, goals and motivation.
Participants made presentations of their business concepts
to venture capitalists and spent time between sessions,
which spread over several months, developing and fine-tuning
the concept to become a potential business venture.
Day One of ITlOl focused on business judgment skills
and ended with an assignment to develop presentations based
on a real, potential business concept.

One month later,

during the second and third days, participants delivered
their presentations to venture capitalists.

After two

months, days four through eight were off-site retreat
sessions which focused on developing an understanding of
self and others, team mapping, visualization, team-building,
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and creative problems-solving.

Three months later during

days nine through thirteen, the last sessions covered an
understanding of the inner self, empowerment and strategic
business planning.

The Commercialization Pipeline

The Commercialization Pipeline (see Appendix G for a
comprehensive third-generation structure and Appendix H for
a simplified version), was originally developed by SBD's New
Business Development (NBD) group in 1990 as a stage-gate
process for developing and validating new business
opportunities, and for early termination of inappropriate
business concepts prior to large corporate human and
financial resource investment.

The criteria or attributes

desired in potential NBD businesses were:

General:

sales of $25 million by 10th year;
business should utilize an element
of the technology, customer, or
manufacturing assets of the Fibers
and Film Group;

Market:

growth rate greater than GNP and
large market; prefer business in
early life cycle; should be
profitable today; perceived to have
low environmental impact;

Customer:

prefer narrow customer base; should
solve customer problems; prefer low
customer service; utilize existing
HCC marketing/distribution
channels;
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Competition:

value supported through competitive
barriers, e.g., technology,
marketing, cost; no entrenched
competitor;

Technology:

creates competitive advantage;
familiarity valued; and

Manufacturing: low and late capital intensity,
unless this allows sustainable
competitive advantage; familiarity
valued; low environmental impact.
From 1990 to 1992, implementation, testing, and
subsequent modification yielded three generations of the
pipeline, each, according to its designers, progressively
reflecting diminished management "checks and balances."
resultant design consisted of six development stages:

The
idea

qeneration, idea screeninq, situational analysis, strateqic
analysis, validation, and commercialization.

Idea

generation and screening were referred to as the "front-end"
of the pipeline; situational analysis, strategic analysis,
validation, and commercialization, the "back-end."

Inputs

to the "front-end" of the pipeline were solicited from a
variety of sources:

Core business units, the Office of

Innovation, the Office of Technology, universities,
megatrend analysis, research and development, Business
Concept Teams (BCTs), Commercial Development and customers.
Approval through each stage was made at the director level
of management.
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Idea and concept development throughout the pipeline
were guided by organizational focus, conceptual development
activities, market development, product development, and
strategic hurdles to achieve specific outputs at each stage

in the process.

These outputs--Business Concept Proposal

(BCP), Business Concept Definition (BCD), Business Venture
Plan (BVP), and Business Plan (BP)--were documents that
outlined the specific strategic imperatives, milestones and
objectives of each specific business opportunity.
During the idea-generation phase, an idea champion or
team formulated the business concept, assessed market size
and growth, defined the product's unique attributes, and
produced a Business Concept Proposal (BCP) which was
presented to the Screening Committee, later named the
Funding Committee, a committee composed of directors within
SBD.

SBD administrator, SA004, explained:
As an individual has an idea for a business, they
usually go through the Office of Innovation. They
fill out a Business Concept Proposal. The idea is
for them to be able to answer the questions on the
Business Concept Proposal. If they do that, then,
the Screening Committee approves the [proposal].
The Business Concept Proposal (BCP) was a proposal or

presentation designed to answer the following questions
about a business opportunity:
(1)

What is the business oooortunity? Describe
the concept by discussing the origin and
background of the concept;
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(2)

Why does the opportunity exist?
Describe the drivers and unmet needs of
the market including overview
description, customer needs, and clearly
perceivable customer benefits;

(3)

Does a market exist [now and future]?
Describe the current or future
anticipated market for this concept in
terms of overall size and growth, and
major segmentation;

(4)

Is there a reasonable expectation of
technological feasibility? Express the
ability of HCC to render a technology
fit for this concept in terms of market
entry, technology concept, and the
expectation to achieve a SCAFIT; and

(5)

Why is this business opportunity worth
pursuing? Describe the rationale behind
pursuing this concept in terms of fit
with SBD mission, strong relatedness to
F&FG technology, and the opportunity to
expand market presence.

Those submitting Business Concept Proposals (BCPs)
which were not approved were given the option to further
refine the BCP and resubmit the proposal to the Screening
Committee at a later date.

When it was determined that BCPs

did not fit the Strategic Business Development Division's
(SBDs) mission, a suitable fit within other areas of Hoechst
Celanese (HCC) was sought. If the proposal satisfactorily
answered these questions and was approved by the Screening
or Funding Committee, it moved into SBD's New Business
Development (NBD) component.
The New Business Development (NBD) component was
created to validate new business opportunities or Business
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Concept Proposals (BCP) for eventual commercialization.

NBD

was administered by a Director, a Process Development
manager and a New Business manager.

The Process Development

manager provided an immediate link to the core technical
competencies of the Fibers and Film Group (F&FG), while the
New Business Development manager supported business
functions such as marketing and finance.

Business analysts,

marketing analysts, and techno-economists were available to
assist in research.

SBD administrator, SA004, described the

concept of NBD:
The concept within [NBD] is that we need to be
very flexible. We need dedicated resources and,
hopefully, a champion involved--someone who
believes that this is a business opportunity. And
then, if it is not, we need to be able to
dismantle that effort and quickly move those
resources to yet another effort.
Once in New Business Development (NBD), Business
Concept Proposals (BCPs) became the responsibility of
Business Concept Teams (BCTs).

These teams were responsible

for advancing the business opportunity through the
Commercialization Pipeline.

Team members were either

individuals recruited from within the Strategic Business
Development division (SBD) and the core business units or
champions brought forward with the approved Business Concept
Proposals (BCPs).

The Business Concept Teams (BCTs) were

staffed by three team members: a business planner and a
product planner, who reported to the New Business
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Development manager; and a technologist, who reported to the
Process Development manager.

The business planner was

responsible for market research and development; the product
planner for product definition, product concepts, and
product sample.

SBD staff member, SS012, explained their

respective roles:
A business planner handles the market research and
the customer-contact interface on the negotiation
side. A product planner handles all the technical
development and the process qualification both
here and at the customer's location.
The technologist provided expertise related to HCC core
process capabilities and technology.

Each BCT had a

director-level sponsor to aid the team in getting through
any obstacles and hurdles that emerged.

SBD administrator,

SA004, described team development as such:
We take the champion and add ••• either a business
planner or product planner, depending on who the
champion is. If the champion has a marketing
background, and they've come forward with a
business idea, but don't have the technology
background to make it work, then we go out and
recruit a technologist who has knowledge of that
particular business need.
The first responsibility of the BCT was to perform a
situational analysis.

During this stage, the BCTs focused

on activities to develop a concept definition.

Through

market research and product definition, the teams developed
a Business Concept Definition (BCD), aimed at determining
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the business's competitive advantage and describing the
environment in which the technology could be sold.
In the next stage, strategic analysis, the teams, now
referred to as Business Strategy Teams (BST), focused on
strategic development of markets and product concepts.

The

BST was responsible for development of a Business Venture
Plan (BVP) to define the business opportunity's strategic
imperatives or choices, such as market segments, actual
sales in those markets and product offerings.
The final stage of development for NBD was business
validation.

The venture plan (BVP) was implemented, product

samples produced, and "targeted" customers identified and
selected.

A Business Plan (BP) was developed by the

business manager.

If the plan's milestones were achieved,

the business opportunity was validated.

SBD administrator,

SA012, defined validation:
Validation occurs when we have 'sustainable
commercial sales.' That is, we are getting a
price sufficient to support the product or
business development further. We are getting a
series of repeat orders in the market segments
that we originally intended to move into. We
generally like to have some type of competitive
advantage in that ... we don't have a product that's
so close to the competition that it takes an awful
lot of effort to get yourself distinguished from
other products. At the point that we have
validated a great business concept, ••• we would
want to ••• [provide] the additional resources
needed to grow it to the size where it can create
future value for the company.
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Once the business was validated, it moved into the
Commercial Business Development (CBD) stage, where a
Business Management Team (BMT) focused on activities to
expand business growth and markets, produce product
variants, meet investment guidelines and generate financial
returns.

SBD administrator, SA004, described the continuing

evolution of the business:
In this stage, you begin to look more like a
traditional organization. You start having
manufacturing facilities, a sales force, and you
start developing an organization that is going to
keep up with it. You evolve toward a traditional
organization •.• that is going to wind up looking
like our core businesses.

Expected outcomes and status of the HCC Innovation
Process
When HCC began the Innovation Process in 1988, it
established five-year expectations.

SBD administrator,

SA007, described the expectations and outcomes:
We saw a process that would generate approximately
sixty ideas that were viable business potentials
that we could feed into the pipeline. We thought
at least thirty-five of these would fail because
of flaws in logic, or because they were just not
good ideas. Of the remaining twenty-five that
would go through, we thought maybe ten would
actually turn into good viable businesses. Four
of them would be cash-positive; four would be
cash-negative. The remainder ..• we would just be
looking at them to see where they were in the
life-cycle state. Now what has happened is that
we are tracking fairly close (to our
expectations] ... We are failing around sixty
percent of the ideas we feed in.
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Ideas or business opportunities under way when the
Innovation Process was implemented were absorbed into the
process at their appropriate development level.

Fifty

percent (50%) of the business opportunities in the pipeline
came out of the Innovation Process.

The status of the

pipeline at the end of data collection was as follows:

Over

four hundred (400) ideas were submitted to the IdeaFund; two
Business Concept Proposals (BCPs) were in the Idea Screening
stage; three BCPs were engaged in Screening Committee
approval; two Business Concept Teams (BCTs) were in the
Situational Analysis stage; three Business Strategy Teams
(BSTs) were in the Strategic Analysis stage; one business
opportunity was in the validation stage; and two business
opportunities were in Commercial Business Development stage.
In April 1993, the Strategic Business Development Division
was integrated into the corporation's Advanced Technology
Group (ATG), headquartered in Summit, NJ, to serve as the
primary vehicle for corporate renewal throughout the Hoechst
Celanese organization.
Core administration (CA) and Core staff (CS) members
were not aware of the status of the innovation activities or
outcomes.

Core administrator, CA004, stated:

At the end point of all this has to be either a
new product or new business activities that come
to fruition. And again, I'm a realist, and there
has to be a certain gestation period allowed for
these kinds of things.
I'm not willing to say
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whether that gestation period has overrun its
course. I don't really know. But I can't see the
results of the efforts. There are no
significantly tangible results that are being
talked about. And we have vehicles to do that.
We have Update ... So, there's a vehicle that we
can talk about and communicate with everyone the
moderate, the small, successes of the innovation
program as they occur ..• I haven't seen any
(communication] at all ••. I could take the time
to find out from my colleagues over there (SBD] if
I wanted to, but they could take the time to
publicize it in some fashion if they wanted to.
So there's a chasm between the two worlds--between
the core side and between the SBD side.
Since beginning its innovation initiative, Hoechst
Celanese Corp.'s Office of Innovation has taken the
initiative to help other business and professional
organizations understand innovation.

Its representatives

have made numerous presentations at international
conferences and consortia, openly sharing the corporation's
experience and process to customers and competitors alike.

Advantages and Disadvantages
3.

What internal and/or external factors are advantaqeous
to orqanizational and technoloqical innovation and
contribute to the success of the process?

4.

What internal and/or external factors are disadvantaqes
to orqanizational and technoloqical innovation and
inhibit the process?
Data analysis revealed various predominant factors of

concern related to these two questions.

When these two

broad research questions were formulated, it was anticipated
that the lines of distinction between these factors would be
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clearly delineated as either advantageous or
disadvantageous, and, therefore, would be reported
separately.
These factors, instead, emerged as a continuum,
possessing both positive and negative aspects.

The same

factor characterized by one respondent as advantageous was
sometimes classified by another as a disadvantageous.

Some

respondents described a factor as having characteristics
that were both advantages and disadvantages to innovation.
Recognizing that the innovation process was in a formative
state, others noted that while a particular factor was
beneficial, it could be improved by the addition or
elimination of some aspect of it.

Describing these factors

and their impact on innovation separately under the context
of each question left gaps in providing a full understanding
of the phenomenon.
One person's fiction can be another person's fact.
While describing the advantages and disadvantages of the
innovation process, individuals' emotional reactions varied
considerably.

When discussing advantages or the aspects of

the process that were working well, respondents were calm,
objective and often methodical.

When describing factors

that were obstacles or disadvantages to innovation,
respondents were more subjective and emotional.

Every

effort was made to report the respondents' observations in
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such a manner as to relate the actual dynamics of the
situation.
The frequency with which these factors were identified
was used to determine which were most prominent.

Frequency

was not utilized to denote statistical significance on
findings, nor to indicate individual respondents'
prioritization of factors, but rather to indicate the
voluntary identification of these factors by the respondents
at some point during the interview process.

Again,

membership classification represented the views of the
various subcultures involved in the process and served as an
indicator of the innovation initiative's growth, impact,
influence, and interaction with areas inside and outside the
Strategic Business Development Division.

The Office of Innovation Activities
The activities of the Office of Innovation/Quality
Administration were identified by twenty-six of forty-six
respondents, largely from SBD staff (SS) and Core staff
(CS), as contributing to the success of the innovation
initiative based on their personal involvement in the
process.

Groupings in these membership areas were

consistent with the mission of the Office of
Innovation/Quality Administration, which was to help
facilitate Hoechst Celanese employees' ideas into potential
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Business Concept Proposals (BCPs), to promote networking,
and to create visibility and awareness around the innovation
initiative at the "front-end" of the Commercialization
Pipeline.

The majority of individuals, who had direct

involvement with the Office of Innovation, were in the
Strategic Business Division.

For the most part, these were

individuals who had prepared Business Concept Proposals
(BCPs) that were approved by the Screening Committee, and
then, assigned to New Business Development (NBD).

Many of

the Core staff (CS) had attended any number of the Office of
Innovation activities or had received some other type of
assistance such as organizational performance assessment
exercises.

While no respondent identified the Office of

Innovation/Quality Administration or its activities as a
disadvantage, a few respondents expressed concern about the
cost of promotional materials used to promote the innovation
initiative at a time when the corporation was restructuring
and right sizing.
The Office of Innovation's Innovation Seminars,
Innovation Climate Luncheons, Jump-Start sessions, the
Innovation Lab, CyberQuest, the IdeaFund, networking,
training programs, and special innovation sessions were
specifically cited as being beneficial.

These activities

were available to individuals, both inside and outside the
Hoechst Celanese Corp.

The activities were much like a
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"smorgasbord" where individuals were allowed to pick and
choose from a wide assortment of offerings based on their
personal and professional interests, and as current work
loads and schedules permitted.
was voluntary.

Attendance at all activities

The profile of activities attended varied

from respondent to respondent as did the expressed benefits
they reaped.
The Off ice of Innovation offered the Climate Luncheons
on a monthly basis; the Innovation Seminars were offered
less frequently as were the Jump-Start sessions.

Special

innovation programs facilitated by consultants such as Rolf
Smith and Charlene Swansea and the Office of Innovation
managers worked with individuals, groups and teams on
specific creative problem-solving issues.

Techniques and

tools learned, such as Edward DeBono's Six Hats, the
Crawford Blue Slip method and brainstorming, were reported
by respondents as enhancing personal and professional
performance.

SBD staff respondent, SS004, offered this

comment when asked what was advantageous to innovation:
All the seminars, all the training we've
had ... available through the Office of
Innovation ... What I've learned from them has
improved my creativity ... ; it's improved my
vision.
In addition to training seminars, some expressed that
the existence of the Office of Innovation was important.
Its existence promoted dialogue about innovation and
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represented corporate sanctioning of the need for
innovation.

Having funding and seed money available was

viewed as a good way to get individuals to become involved
in the program.

Core staff member, CS002, stated:

The courses, I think, are useful and having
funding available--seed money--to get things
started. Even just having the whole innovation
program where there is verbiage and people are
saying things ••. so that it's acceptable as opposed
to saying, 'No, we don't talk that way.' That has
value.
I think just the existence of the
[Innovation] department, the programs and training
that are available, and particularly funding.
When people have an idea that they want to push
and believe in it, and can convince others that
this is a good thing to try.
Funds can be
available other than from typical departments in
order to at least do the preliminary evaluations
of that material.
The seminars and luncheons exposed the respondents to
outside experts and consultants.

These consultants were

specialists in creativity and innovation as well as
technical topics.

SBD administrator, SA007, explained the

beneficial aspects of this exposure:
They brought a guy in from [a Fortune 100
company]. He was one of their top scientists
working on superconductivity. He made a
presentation •.. and it was just fantastic.
It
opened a whole new world. I mean everybody has
read and has heard something about
superconductivity, but when you sit with an
expert, it really gives you an appreciation of
where that technology's going •••
I think
innovation happens when your experience base and a
problem come together •.. Broadening people's
experience and understanding of things
outside •.• Hoechst Celanese increases the chance
that there's going to be some innovative solution
within Hoechst Celanese that could actually
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perpetuate some businesses. So, the training and
the bringing-in of outside experts and industries-things that we don't typically see-- ••• have been
very beneficial, at least to me.
Development of the Innovation Lab and its offerings
were identified as useful, not only for Hoechst Celanese
employees, but to the corporation's customers as well.
Involving customers in the innovation process opened doors
for joint venture and joint development activities.

Solving

customer problems was identified as an important outcome of
the innovation activities.

Core staff member, CS007,

stated:
In terms of the formal structure--the Innovation
Lab and the CyberQuest system--some of these tools
I think can be terribly useful .•. for innovation,
but they're also, at least in my perception,
useful in dealing with our customers as we try to
motivate them for innovation. I see them as
tools. Would you choose to do as much of it? I'm
not sure. The friendliness of the facilities and
all helps the process immensely, getting out of
the cinder block walls and into something more
stimulating has got to be a good thing.
Core administrator, CA003, added this about the lab and
customer involvement:
Some of the positives I've seen working for us
popped out of the couple of sessions where you
pull customers in. They've really been 'wowed' by
it; they've really been impressed with it. Many
times our customers don't have the facilities and
the resources to do some of the things that we're
fortunate to be-able to do ... What I'm seeing is,
'We want to work with you.' And that creates
partnership opportunity. The one we had with [a
customer] was just a delight to go through. It
was almost like we were one team in that room
going after this opportunity ... You got the
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customer, yourself, •.. your supplier, and end use
customer in there. We're all focusing on this one
thing. You've got all this energy, ideas, and the
resources harnessed toward this one thing. Your
probabilities of success, I think, have to
skyrocket. You're focused on a common goal.
In
terms of innovation strategy, that's an important
thing to think about.
Having a sounding board that lacked pre-judgment on
ideas in the formative state was also deemed a positive
function of the Office of Innovation.

ssoos,

SBD staff member,

added:

If you have an idea, you can go over to the Office
of Innovation and discuss it with them. They may
come up with suggestions on how to pursue it or
who to talk to, and that's a biggie. Particularly
for people who are somewhat new in the
organization who don't know a lot of people •••
They act as liaisons or conduits to help you take
an idea forward and I think that's very important.
You've got a place to go and they're gonna listen
and not really be critical, but let you find out
for yourself, even if it's a dumb idea or it's a
good idea.
SBD staff member, SS003, expressed a similar response:
The other (advantage] is using some of the people
in the department [Office of Innovation] as a
sounding board for what we're trying to do.
I
think they've become ... very good liaisons between
what you're doing and to who else out there in the
world (is doing it].
"Sponsorship" or "mentoring" of potential Business
Concept Proposals (BCPs) by the Office of Innovation was
important to others.

Support took several forms.

The

Office of Innovation managers negotiated with business units
to secure additional time for individuals to cultivate
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ideas.

For non-exempt employees, whose labor was documented

by work orders, alternative efforts to account for time
expended on idea development was made.

When asked what was

most advantageous to innovation, SBD administrator, SAOll,
stated:
The Office of Innovation [managers] ••• were
absolutely needed people .•• And, you know, [an
Off ice of Innovation manager] did sponsor a
project for me. I mean [the manager] actually was
my sponsor ..• for one of the projects, which came
at a very, personally, critical time for me.
The Office of Innovation's role in promoting awareness
of the need for corporate renewal and innovation was also
cited as important.

When discussing the innovation process,

most respondents were more familiar with the Office of
Innovation than the other elements of the process.

Core

staff member, CS004, stated:
I think what the Off ice of Innovation has
done .•• is helped put it in front of people
continually. It's been a long road of two years
and I'm sure that maybe they're feeling like they
are not making much progress. I don't know, but I
think it takes time to develop the culture and
[the Off ice of Innovation] just keeps throwing it
up in our face, and I think that's helped .••
While disadvantages related to the Off ice of Innovation
were absent from the data, several respondents made
important observations or comments.

Several respondents

indicated that they thought the Off ice of Innovation should
"mirror the austerity" of an organization undergoing right
sizing in their selection of promotional campaigns and
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materials.

A few respondents expressed concern in that it

was difficult to evaluate or measure the effectiveness of
these activities and the Office of Innovation, and
therefore, questioned their "purposefulness."

Innovation Training
The second most frequently cited advantage of the
innovation initiative was identified as innovation training.
Some of the training was offered through the Off ice of
Innovation, while other was offered through the Strategic
Business Development division's Human Resources Department
or other areas.

The variety of training

experiences/programs available was extensive.

While some

benefits of training were addressed as a function of the
Off ice of Innovation efforts and addressed to some extent
above, others did not identify the Office of Innovation in
conjunction with their comments on training.

18 of the 46

respondents acknowledged innovation training as
advantageous.

No respondents reported it as a disadvantage.

Respondents cited enhanced business skills and business
judgment, improved quality of the Business Concept Proposals
(BCPs) submitted before New Business Development's Screening
Committee, improved team-building skills, newly realized
personal strengths and weaknesses, improved personal and
team creativity, and a better understanding of customers and
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market needs and how to identify them.

Innovation Training

101 (ITlOl), developed in cooperation with Strategic
Business Development division's Human Resources Department,
the Office of Innovation/Quality Administration, New
Business Development and industry consultants, was addressed
primarily by membership groups, SBD administration (SA) and
SBD staff (SS).

For the most part, the respondents in these

groups had either assisted in training program development
and/or participated in the training.

SBD administration,

SA005, described the impact of the training:
I think innovation occurs on this site because we
have an attitude now to go after specific
training. That training causes us to identify who
we are, where we are good, where we are not so
good .•• , and where we need to focus on changing
ourselves, our culture, and our infrastructure.
SBD administrators, who participated in Innovation
Training lOl's development or had employees under their
supervision who had gone through the training, found the
practical nature of the training important.

This training

was considered to be integral in reshaping the culture, or
mindset, of the organization--a key factor in the
development of the cadre of innovators or the "critical
mass."

SBD administrator, SA007, stated:

We have designed what we call ••• Innovation
Training 101 that allows people, in a practical
environment, to bring forth and do real work while
learning the elements of the innovation process
and the Commercialization Pipeline. We make it
real time. We bring in some outside venture
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capitalists that try to add a real world touch to
it, and I think this is one of the most successful
keys in looking at how you implement this
'mindset' into an organization.
SBD administrator, SA009, added:
What has happened here is this group [the first
graduates of ITlOl] •.. , this first cadre ••• and the
groups to come are in essence the first wave of
what we hope will be cultural change.
The quality of the ideas and the Business Concept
Proposals (BCPs) was thought to be greatly improved, largely
because of ITlOl's focus on improving business skills and
business judgment.

Hoechst Celanese employees were strong

in their technological skill base.

Early Business Concept

Proposals reflected a lack of business reality on the behalf
of team members.

SBD administrator, SAOOS, stated:

I think the most successful thing has been the
Innovation Training 101, as we call it. We're
putting technical people together with true
venture capitalists, talking about real life
business needs and considerations .••
I assumed
that the average chemist or engineer after a few
years would have a good appreciation for business
realities. As it turns out, that was an
assumption that had no basis in fact .•• So by
giving them an opportunity to do that in a pretty
good training session .•. , we're getting people
that really understand what's necessary.The
quality of the BCPs has been immensely improved
from what I'd call 'amateurish' to approaching the
quality where it could go outside [Hoechst
Celanese] for funding.
Individuals who had participated in Innovation Training
101 felt greatly changed by the experience.

They cited

advantages of both a personal and professional nature.
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SBD

staff member,

ssoos,

stated that the training

close to a spiritual experience for me."

" ••• came

From a business

perspective, many thought that their business knowledge and
judgement had been greatly improved, especially through
their interaction with the venture capitalists.

The team-

building skills led to a better understanding and
appreciation of their personal and professional strengths
and weaknesses and those of their team members also.

This

understanding enabled them to become less risk-averse and
try things that they would not have tried before.

SBD staff

member, SS002, described the transformation of one team in
the seven months following the training and discussed the
importance of talking to a venture capitalist:
In the last seven months, I've almost seen a flipflop in our group from where we were originally as
a team.
It was, 'Oh gosh, I have to go in there
and work with him again!'
It's really changed.
The group is learning to step out of the box, and
from that perspective, it's great. Things we
never would have thought of before, we're saying,
'Well, why can't we do that?'
During the second session, we had to make a
presentation where a venture capitalist critiqued
our plan and gave input, which was great.
I mean,
he's probably not fun at parties, but he is great
for what he does. He was terrific in picking
holes out of our plans. Now we're able to pick
more holes out of our strategies .••
Members of Core administration (CA) and Core staff (CS)
generally had not participated in Innovation Training 101,
but had positive reports about the thrust of education and
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skill development sponsored by the corporation.

Core

administrator, CA002, commented:
We are committing more as a corporation to
education and development. It's a matter of us
trying to define, 'Yeah, these are the skills we
need to make sure that we are becoming innovative
and that we are making these things happen in the
marketplace and, therefore, we're going to put the
resources there.•

Management/Corporate Involvement
Respondents• comments on management's involvement in
the innovation initiative varied.

Many of the factors

identified in this area were interwoven.

Numerous

respondents from all membership groups attributed
management, simultaneously, with both advantageous and
disadvantageous characteristics.

The typical gist was that

management was evolving along with the process.

There were

problems, and, therefore, there was room for improvement.
The consensus was that change was difficult, yet essential.
Empowerment, risk-taking, control, reporting, and
business judgment were central themes with opinions ranging
from positive to negative.

For example, some respondents

felt empowered; others didn't.

Some thought reporting and

control was reasonable and necessary; others did not.
quality of communication between management and staff
emerged as a contributing factor to the polarity of
respondents• views.
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The

At one end of the spectrum, management was depicted as
taking the lead in implementing the innovation initiative
and providing resources.

Some felt that management

commitment and support beyond that point became more vocal
in nature and less action-oriented.

At the point where a

decision, commitment, or investment was required to move a
business opportunity forward, managers were viewed as
unwilling, or perhaps even unable, actually to take risks
and empower employees, important factors in promoting
entrepreneurial behavior.

Some felt that the innovation

process, in particular the Commercialization Pipeline, was
over-managed.

Respondents, managers included, did not think

management was "walking the talk."
Fifteen respondents viewed Hoechst Celanese's corporate
commitment and high-level management support of the
innovation initiative as advantageous.

Many of these same

respondents and others--twenty-two total--also identified
management's reluctance to undergo the changes required by
the initiative as the greatest obstacle, or disadvantage, to
innovation.
Of the four membership groups, the Strategic Business
Development staff (SS), commented most frequently on
management.

Seven of these members' comments were

classified as advantageous, fourteen disadvantageous.

Of

these respondents, three had comments that reflected both
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positive and negative observations.

Advantageous responses

from this group included corporate/management support of the
innovation initiative, the availability of human and
financial resources, and empowerment.

Factors identified as

obstacles to innovation were lack of empowerment and risktaking by management, poor communication, and excessive
reporting and auditing procedures.
Three SBD administrators (SA) indicated that management
was advantageous to innovation efforts; three identified
management as disadvantageous.

Of these respondents, two

had comments that reflected both positive and negative
observations.

Again management commitment was cited as

advantageous.

Identified as disadvantageous were

management's inability to change and break old paradigms.
Two core business staff (CS) and one core business
administrator (CA) indicated that corporate, and in
particular, core management support of innovation had been
advantageous.

Of these respondents, two identified both

positive and negative characteristics of management
involvement in the innovation process.

One core

administrator (CA) and four core staff respondents (CS)
identified management as an obstacle to innovation.
Primarily, the factors identified as disadvantageous were
lack of risk-taking and over-control.
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Management, throughout the interview process, was
identified under a variety of titles or general groupings,
such as director-level managers, mid-managers, or managers
in-general.

Respondents, at times, identified individual

managers as being particularly helpful or harmful.

Some

referred to management by corporate divisional identities
such as a core business units or Strategic Business
Division.

Every effort was taken to protect the identity of

individuals and the proprietary technologies, and at the
same time, provide the most descriptive details of the
factors indicated.
Respondents indicated that the development,
implementation, and commitment of the resources to
innovation and renewal represented management's high level
of commitment to the long-term success of the corporation.
When asked what was most advantageous about the innovation
initiative, SBD administrator, SAOlO, responded:
I think, first of all, having a management that is
putting in the investment ... because there is very
strong support and commitment for this from pretty
high levels in this corporation. People [an
executive president, a vice-president, and senior
directors] ..• are putting a lot of money, effort,
and energy into this process. There's no question
in my mind that this is a major commitment by the
corporation.
To some extent, management's shortcomings were linked
to the corporate culture or environment.

Risk-taking, even

careful "calculated" risk-taking, often resulted in failure.
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SBD administrator, SA007, estimated that "sixty percent" of
the ideas were expected to fail.

As established earlier,

one of the rationales for establishing a formal process was
to overcome the risk-averse nature of the organization and
its people.

Historically, Hoechst Celanese's culture had

not rewarded failure.

Management was viewed as being "very

short-term oriented."

Performance in the business units was

evaluated and rewarded more for short-term growth, sales,
and profits.

Innovation was a long-term, expensive and

ambiguous process without guarantees.

As a result, some

managers were viewed as saying "no" too quickly to potential
ideas.

staff members or teams often worked "under the

table" to collect as much data as possible and obtain
sponsorship at high-levels before proceeding to present
potential business opportunities.

Anxiety related to new

ventures was understandable, yet change had to occur.
paradigms were difficult to overcome.

Old

SBD administrator,

SAOOS, explained:
A major obstacle, no matter how well-intentioned
our management, including me, is [that] we run
around with these paradigms. And we react
viscerally to things that get in the way of those
paradigms.
The corporate emphasis and commitment to innovation
made the initiative very high profile.

Staff members viewed

management at all levels as hesitant to "go on the record"
as having approved or disapproved some action.
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Fear of failure, especially at this level of exposure with
high stakes in human and financial resources, created
anxiety.

While comprehending the need for change, many

managers were hesitant to take action.

SBD staff member,

SS015, described the situation:
This corporation selects its people, rewards its
people more on the basis of fit, of going along,
being part of the group •.. As a result, most
people around here are very nervous about trying
to put some of these [new ideas] forward.
You
have to 'buck the system• ... If you've got a
group of managers that are selected because they
go along, and they're always worried about what
their boss has to say. Then someone says, 'OK,
things are different now.' Well, those people are
the same today as they were yesterday. And given
the cynicism about the system, they say, 'OK,
those are the words, but I know what the real game
is.'
Managers were viewed as lacking in business experience
also.

Hoechst Celanese was a technologically-oriented

corporation.

Most managers lacked marketing, financial, or

business backgrounds.

It was thought by some that this lack

of experience contributed to the empowerment and control
problems.

When managers received mixed messages related to

the business opportunities, they would get uncomfortable and
tighten control.

Core administrator, CAOOl, offered this

observation about management and innovation:
American managers fear innovation. They don't
understand the process. They don't know how to
manage innovation. It is their 'uncomfortable
zone.' We need to do more faster. We look at
failure to find blame and success to pat ourselves
on the back and tell us what great managers we
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are. Managers must manage assets to respond to
the market place. Innovation allows you to
dictate markets.
By not taking a risk, managers avoided failure.
Empowering employees also involved risk.

Management was

ultimately responsible for project outcomes, making it
difficult to relinquish control and autonomy in decisionmaking to teams.

As a result, managers were viewed as

switching between an empowerment mode and a control mode
creating a "yo-yo" effect.

When asked what was most

advantageous, SBD staff member, SS019, provided the
following mixed response:
(What is most advantageous is] trying to set up a
system that allows people to have more freedom,
empowerment, creativity...
(However] there is a
struggle in implementing it ... For example, in
the area of empowerment, ••• you see little bits of
organizations or even some specific projects where
there is a lot of empowerment and you see a lot of
success. Then other times the same people, the
same groups can go the other way ... back to their
natural tendency. They want to control. Then all
of a sudden, things shuts down. So, I think the
issue of 'empowerment' versus 'control' is very
critical •.. When we're in the empowerment mode, I
think we're very good. But every once in a while,
we revert back to control, and I see that as
really .•. making the process more difficult.
Empowerment was a central issue in management and
employee concerns, particularly among SBD administration
(SA) and SBD staff (SS).

Managers and staff had differing

views about what empowerment was and how it was to be
achieved.

SBD administrators viewed the collective
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utilization of the Five-Part Management Process and the
Commercialization Pipeline with the strategic imperatives
and milestones as the "checks and balances" mechanism for
empowerment.

Each stage of the Pipeline has a particular

business plan associated with it.
imperatives and milestones.

Each plan has a set of

SBD administrator, SA007,

described the mechanism and how it was to work:
Once you have a venture plan [or other stage
output], and you have ... hit the strategic
imperatives on time, as defined by the milestones,
then you don't have to check back in again •••
That's how you know empowerment exists. Now, the
price, if you will, that you have to pay for that,
is that if you fail one of your milestones or one
of your imperatives, then you must come back and
report •.• As long as you're hitting
milestones ..• and strategic imperatives, you're
empowered to continue on your business without
checking in.
Four SBD staff respondents (SS) felt empowered through
this mechanism in that they had some autonomy in making
decisions.

SBD staff member, SSOlO, described the

experience:
First thing that comes to mind is the power we
have as a member of a team. Because we can make
decisions, we can do things without consulting
with management each step along the way. And I
feel that part actually brings out the best in
each person.
On the other hand, others, such as core business staff
member, CSOOl, felt that management spent more time
"managing the system than managing results."

Four SBD staff

members (SS) viewed this management process as cumbersome
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and as detracting from developing the business opportunity.
Respondents identified excessive reporting, elaborate
presentations, and constant auditing of projects at various
levels as evidence of management's inability or
unwillingness to change.

Confusion arose as to what was the

real purpose/product of the teams.

Was the product a

business plan to present to management or was it the actual
business or technology that would be sold to a customer?
Respondents attributed this problem to a lack of proper
focus or communication by management.

SBD staff member,

SS004, explained the dilemma:
We've spent three months doing a venture plan.
Well for that three months, everything else stood
still. I mean there was no development; there was
no thinking of new products; there was no figuring
out how to manufacture new products.
It was all
preparing this document.
It was funny because the
facilitator on the team started the first day
talking about 'this product' and how the 'product'
should look. Well, to me the product was a
[product], and it was going to have [these
characteristics]. So I knew what the product
would look like. And [the facilitator] starts
talking about, well the product's got to look this
way; the product's got to look that way. Well,
the product [the facilitator] was talking about
was the presentation to the staff.
[The
facilitator] was never talking about the product
as something to sell.
In all, nine SBD staff members identified excessive
reporting and auditing as obstacles to innovation.
staff member, SS005, shared a similar experience and
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SBD

expressed doubt that this process would, in fact, empower
the teams:
In the past two months, we have been putting
together this venture plan. We have spent an
incredible amount of time making a document.
It's
not lab work.
It's not finding new customers;
it's not making products; it's not making money.
It's making a document for management .•. They
need, I guess, they always need ways to measure
us. And we have monthly reports, we have
quarterly reports, and then we have meetings in
between because they still can't keep track of
what we're doing, or something's wrong in terms of
reporting...
Supposedly this will 'empower' the
team to run their own business. We'll be in
charge of our own budget, we'll be in charge of
what we're gonna do, and the only thing we have to
do is meet our milestones ... [however], I just
can't imagine that we're gonna walk out of that
door one day and all those behaviors are going to
change. And that the next day, when we come back
in, we're running our own business ••• Management
just doesn't trust their people to do the job that
they were given.
In addition to over-management, a lack of communication
between management and staff appeared to be a contributing
factor to many of the obstacles identified.

Poor

communication contributed to what SBD staff member, SS020,
called "misinformation."

Dialogue took place between

individuals at the same organizational levels--managers
talked to managers; staff talked to staff.

Managers and

staff members, who expressed the greatest satisfaction with
management performance, reported open, uncomplicated,
"informal" personal contact with their peers and superiors
regardless of organizational structure.
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When the

organizational structure was hierarchical and communication
was limited primarily to reports and presentations,
respondents expressed the greatest dissatisfaction with
management.

SBD administrator, SS020, stated:

I don't know why people are so afraid to tell
people things ... It almost becomes a territorial
defensiveness.
Respondents requested more open, informal interaction and
dialogue with management.
The Commercialization Pipeline was divided into a
"front-end" and a "back-end."

The development of ideas at

the "front-end" of the process fell under the responsibility
of individual idea champions or teams in association with
the Office of Innovation.

By design, the Office of

Innovation was not in the direct management hierarchy of
individuals developing ideas.

Care was taken not to

prejudge or prematurely "kill" ideas.
reporting were minimal.

Auditing and

The objective was to develop a

Business Concept Proposal to present to the Screening or
Funding Committee.
At the "front-end" of the pipeline, the idea champions
or teams were assigned to a core business or other unit
within the corporation and reported to management there.
Respondents reported that when direct management was
supportive of the idea champion or the teams, it was much
more advantageous to idea development.
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If management was

not supportive or if champions thought their ideas needed
further refinement, champions or teams often worked
"underground" on their ideas, as other work/project loads
permitted, or developed these ideas on personal time.
Some respondents reported that when they presented
ideas to their managers, the managers often would respond
negatively with comments such as "We've tried that 20 years
ago, and it didn't work then" or "Haven't you got enough
work to do already?"

Those champions or teams without

management support found it very difficult to find the time
or resources to pursue development of the idea or the
Business Concept Proposal.
Once a BCP was approved for development on the
Commercialization Pipeline, the champions or idea teams were
assigned to New Business Development.

Most accounts of

over-control and risk-averse behavior occurred at the "backend" of the Commercialization Pipeline or in situations
where managers within a champion's or team's direct
administrative hierarchy were unsupportive of the ideas
under development.

The organizational structure at the

"back-end" of the Commercialization Pipeline, with the
exception of Commercial Business, was reported to be
hierarchical, and communication was limited primarily to
formal reports and presentations.
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Formal, systematic Process

Although the Office of Innovation and innovation
training were a part of the innovation process, some
respondents identified and discussed the overall formal,
systematic process as a separate element.

Of the

respondents referring to a formal, systematic process,
fifteen identified it as advantageous to innovation.

Four

SBD administrators (SA), six SBD staff members (SS), and
five Core administrators (CA) expressed beliefs that having
a formal, systematic process and philosophical model were
advantageous to the innovation initiative.
Respondents expressed the belief that a systematic
process was necessary to initiate and expedite change.

In

addition, the process was viewed as a learning tool to
infuse the corporation with business experience.

While the

idea of systematizing the process was deemed beneficial
overall, several respondents found fault with various
aspects of the system, such as the Screening or Funding
Committee and the Commercialization Pipeline.

The lack of a

reward or a compensation component in the formal innovation
process was identified as an obstacle to innovation efforts.
The general opinion of the respondents was that having
a system that would allow an individual or team to develop
an idea was beneficial.

In the past, there was no mechanism

available for showcasing ideas.
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Core businesses were

generally caught up in the day-to-day operations.

The

establishment of the Strategic Business Development division
and the innovation initiative gave individuals an outlet for
showcasing ideas.

Taking an idea for a potential business

opportunity and developing it into a commercial venture was
a difficult undertaking fraught with risk.
guide and manage the process was necessary.

A mechanism to
Core

administrator, CA002, explained:
Right from the beginning, the question was, 'How
are you going to get from idea to
commercialization? What's the process by which
you're going to go through?' And the (Innovation]
Process, per se, was developed to a large extent
by New Business Development .•. They put a lot of
pieces to it. I think that is critical, because
innovation to me is--it's a disciplined approach.
Some respondents, three from SBD staff (SS) and one
from Core staff (CS), stated that while a systematic process
was absolutely essential, it should be more flexible and
serve as a guide or model.

They also felt that the criteria

established as minimal requirements for business
opportunities were too restrictive.

As a result, numerous

smaller business opportunities that collectively could
generate considerable revenue were being overlooked.
A few respondents believed that the method by which
management chose to make Hoechst Celanese Corp.

(HCC) a more

innovative company--the creation of a structured innovation
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process--as the antithesis of innovation.

Core staff

member, CSOOl, explained:
Companies that don't successfully innovate, in my
opinion, are doomed to failure •••
In and of
itself, innovation is the antithesis of high
control and high structure. That's what I see in
the DRP [Dreyfus Research Park]
operation .•. something that is fairly structured
and refined.
I call it the 'engineer's approach'
to creativity.

commercialization Pipeline
Four respondents from SBD staff (SS) specifically
identified the Commercialization Pipeline as the major
problem with the process.

SBD staff member, SS013,

commented that " •• we have developed the Pipeline, which
really does not advance ideas, it restricts them."

SS016

described the Pipeline experience:
There was the rigidity that, 'OK, at this stage of
the Pipeline, we're going to spend this amount of
money; at this stage, we're going to spend this
amount,' irrespective of what the actual rewards
of the business were--what the payoff was. The
investment was being artificially held within a
certain standard. It's not rational; it doesn't
make sense.

Screening or Funding Committee
The Screening Committee's name was changed to the
Funding Committee to place more emphasis on its primary
function, which was to select business concepts to sponsor.
Other than over-management of the Commercialization
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Pipeline, some respondents felt that the Strategic Business
Development division's Funding Committee's composition of
high-level directors was intimidating.

Staff member, SS012,

explained:
Many people are intimidated to go to the Screening
Committee (now called the Funding Committee) for
NBD [New Business Development] because it's such a
high level of organizational managers. They're
actually directors.
New business development within SBD was high-priority
and high-profile.
accepted.

Not all proposals submitted would be

Not all accepted would make it to full

commercialization.

It was feared that "failure" at such a

high profile in the organization could cause irreparable
damage to one's career.

Although SBD administrators

consistently stated that failure was expected and
acceptable, some respondents still thought it to be a high
career risk.

Hoechst Celanese Corp.

(HCC) had not

acknowledged or rewarded failure in the past.

It was hard

for respondents to believe that the situation had actually
changed.

Rewards and compensation

While not a formal part of the innovation program, the
existing compensation or reward system was also viewed as
hindering or negatively impacting the innovation initiative.
The business units were rewarded based on commodity business
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performance.

Individuals were paid for patents and given

year-end bonuses based on corporate performance.

Rewards

for participating in the innovation program were viewed as
intrinsically, rather than extrinsically motivating.

Some

respondents thought that involving people's personal
financial success would have enhanced participation in the
innovation process.

Eight respondents--two from SBD

administration {SA), three from SBD staff (SS), and three
from Core administration {CA)--indicated that the current
reward system was an obstacle to the innovation efforts.
SBD administrator, SA002, offered this observation:
The compensation system is set up to reward
commodity business performance. It rewards
existing size, and existing performance. It does
not reward future size. So attracting people into
this [process] is difficult because they are
afraid that, one, management isn't going to stick
to it, and [two] ••• that you can't get the caliber
of people that you want because the system to
evaluate the job is geared to another kind of
business. The reward is always present reward;
it's never based on the future.
Due in part to this reward system, the funding of
innovation was a difficult part of the process.

Nine

respondents--three SBD administrators (SA), two SBD staff
members {SS), and four Core staff (CS) members--identified
funding or having the resources to dedicate to innovation as
an obstacle to the process.

Innovation efforts

characteristically did not provide tangible payback within a
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short period of time.

The present reward system did not

encourage long-term investments.

Environment/Climate

When Hoechst Celanese Corp. performed its initial
Innovation Climate Survey, its environment or climate was
determined to be "undifferentiated" and "bland" (Center for
Creative Leadership, 1988).

As a result, a conscious,

active effort was undertaken in the development of the
Innovation Program to make the environment more conducive to
innovation.

Respondents indicated that the

environment/climate had been positively impacted by the
innovation initiative.

Thirteen respondents, nine of whom

belonged to SBD staff (SS) membership group, indicated that
the environment/climate at the Dreyfus Research Park was
more open and receptive to change than it had been in the
past.

SBD staff member, SS007, explained:
The innovation area has been around for three
years or so. I think we're just starting to
change the climate around here to get people to
think innovatively--to try to look at and look for
different ways of doing things ... This
organization, like many organizations, tends to
get in the same type of track and keeps going
along the same flow without diverging or looking
outside to see what else is going on ..• So, I
think we're starting to make some headway into
getting people to look at their jobs, how they fit
in, what they bring to the party, and what types
of things that they can change in their own little
sphere of influence that actually makes things
work more efficiently and better. I think we're
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on that track.
I don't think we're there yet.
don't think you ever get there if you're a
completely innovative company.

I

Other respondents thought that the innovation process
had positively impacted the entire organization to some
degree.

People were more aware of the need to innovate and

were utilizing an improved approach to the way they
conducted business.

SBD administrator, SA002, stated:

What has accrued, the thought process, has
permeated the whole site and the whole business to
the point that we're doing a lot of things, a
whole lot better than we were doing. Now, I can't
ascribe all of that to the attempts at innovation,
but I can ascribe some of it. The percentages
probably vary, but I don't have any doubt that
this has been a good investment.
The core business units that had become closely
involved with the innovation process also expressed that
involvement with the innovation initiative had positively
impacted they way they did business.

Core administrator,

CAOOJ, described the impact of the innovation program in
terms of personal and organizational improvement:
I guess you can look at it [the changing
environment] in several ways. You can look at
what's going on at this site, what's going on
within my own business, and within my own person.
From a site perspective, I think there's some very
positive things happening.
I see this site as
being different today than it was a year ago ..•
How do I measure that? Well, here's my
measurement. My password expired on the computer
so I went in to change it. Since innovation and
creativity were on my mind, I said I'll just use
the word, 'create.' Already used. And so I said
then how about 'innovate?' Already used. How
about 'ideas?' Already used.
I went through
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about eight or nine passwords ••• associated with
innovation and creativity, and all of them were
used.
Members from all groups expressed that a risk-averse
environment, a lack of diversity in the work force, and
corporate right sizing or restructuring negatively impacted
the environment.

Thirteen respondents thought that while

the environment was changing to promote innovation and
creativity, it was still risk-averse.

Innovation was risky,

often yielding more failures than successes.

Hoechst

Celanese Corp.'s (HCCs) environment was more accepting of
success than failure.

CA002 explained:

I really feel good about what the organization is
doing.
I think we're kind of on the edge of the
cliff about ready to jump. The only thing that's
preventing us from jumping is a little bit of this
risk-averse nature that we have ... Creating an
environment where the people can feel as though
they can go out on a limb a little bit, and to try
something and not worry about it failing.
It's
important to try something; if you don't try it,
you have no chance of it succeeding. If we put
too much into the preparation and analyze it to
death, then we're never going to bring anything
out to the market place. But part of our
propensity to evaluate is our adversity to risktaking.
Constant restructuring and right sizing were thought to
impede the innovation initiative and negatively impact the
environment.

As personnel and positions were reduced, work

loads and responsibilities increased.

Some individuals were

fearful for their job security, while others saw a limit to
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resources that would be available for new business
development.

SBD staff member, SS002, described the job

security concern:
Right sizing .•. tends to be detrimental to morale.
People do not want to make waves because they
don't want to be right sized ••• You're so
concerned about retaining your position that
you're not able to focus on being creative.
The reduction of existing personnel as a result of
right sizing resulted in increased work loads for the
remaining employees.

Six Core staff (CS) and three SBD

staff (SS) identified current work and project loads as
being obstacles to innovation efforts.

Core staff member,

CS006, stated:
We don't have enough people to work on projects,
and after the right sizing, it's a challenge to
keep going with less people.
Core staff member, CS009, concurred and added:
An obstacle to innovation is the day-to-day
to do the job that you are working on. All
have lots and lots to do ••• , and innovation
require too much time to do and get all our
stuff done also. So what you do day-to-day
obstacle to innovation.

need
of us
might
other
is an

Right sizing also raised concern about the funding and
commitment of resources associated with new venture
developments.

SBD staff member, SS006, explained the

resource concern:
Right sizing has had an impact, not from the
standpoint of job security, but from the
standpoint that when you look ahead and project
what it is going to take to get these businesses
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up and going .•. , it's going to require money and
resources •.. I think this right sizing has sort
of put a cap over the NBD vision.
Another concern with the environment was a lack of
diversity in the workforce.

As stated previously, diversity

was thought to be an essential aspect of the innovation
initiative.

The corporation traditionally hired employees

with the same academic backgrounds--chemical engineers and
scientists--from the same schools, same curricula, and same
professors.

On more than one occasion, respondents

described the majority of Hoechst Celanese Corp.'s (HCCs)
employees as being Myers-Briggs (a tool for determining
personality preferences) type "ISTJ"--introverted, sensing,
thinking, judgmental.

Respondents questioned whether this

personality type was most suited to innovation and if this
staffing tendency provided a workforce which possessed the
necessary "diversity of thought" needed for break through
innovation.

Core staff member, CSOOl, probably best

expressed this concern:
I don't know what the classical Myers-Briggs type
would be for a good innovator, but my guess is
that this company tends to hire a lot of MyersBriggs types that are introverted, 'sensate
thinking,' judgmental types--ISTJs.
I bet this
company is loaded with ISTJs. Are ISTJ's the
world's best innovators? I don't know.
Probably
not.
Do we have the right product mix--people
mix? Do we have the right complementing MyersBriggs personality types? Probably not.
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Respondents thought these staffing practices stemmed
from people's natural tendency to avoid change and the
difficulty in appreciating and valuing diversity.

CSOOl

continued:
I propose to you that it's hard to change if you
don't start with the people mix.
It starts with
who you recruit at college and how you treat those
people as they grow up through the ranks. We have
some people who don't like boundaries; those are
some of most creative types, .•• and we squeeze the
crap out of them. We say, 'We value and accept
diversity,' but we really don't. We're not
comfortable with it. Upper-level management is
comfortable with people that make them feel good
and so on down the pipeline--middle-management to
the engineers and the R&D chemists, and down to
the technicians.
It's hard to accept and value
somebody who is really different than you because
you don't feel comfortable.

Conflicting Missions Between SBD and Core Business

Respondents from all membership groups commented on
conflicts between the Strategic Business Development
division's (SBDs) mission and the core business units'
missions.

The Strategic Business Development division's

mission was to create new businesses, new technologies and
revitalize the existing core businesses.

The general

mission of the core business units was to generate revenue
and profits based on their respective business
classifications--grow, maintain, or diminish.

Percentages

of the revenues were designated for funding internal core
research and SBD.

Since SBD research was based on core
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competencies, the core business units' and SBD's markets
overlapped, often creating tension.
Twelve respondents--five SBD administrators (SA), one
SBD staff member (SS), two Core administrators (CA), and
four Core staff members (CS)--identified the conflicts
between the Strategic Business Development division (SBD)
and the core business units as an obstacle to innovation.
SBD, by design, was created as a separate entity from the
core businesses.

It was thought that the core businesses

were so involved in day-to-day operations and solving
problems that were necessary to deliver products to their
customers that efforts directed at new venture developments
would understandably take a "back-seat."

Core staff member,

CSOOl, explained:
I like the concept of getting an organization, an
entrepreneurial organization away from the day-today business battles of business units. Because
you know what will happen if you put innovation
into a day-to-day business unit? Frequently, the
plant has an upset. A major customer has a big
burp and, quick! Everybody you can find needs to
go jump on this problem. And that of course hurts
you if you are trying to create something
entrepreneurial which takes longer to incubate.
You can't just be yanking your resources off
whenever there is a large fire.
This understanding of the need for separation was
shared by SBD and core respondents alike and the impact was
acknowledged by both as a potential obstacle to the
innovation efforts.

Both entities were working around the
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concept of "core competencies."

Unclear, or unidentified,

lines of distinction between technology, markets, and
customers resulted in problems.

Sometimes, SBD's technology

interests were interpreted by core business as not a "breakthrough" or "step-out" technology, but an extension of the
core businesses obligations.

Working on "core competencies"

seemed to involve both member groups with common markets and
customers, resulting in what was interrupted by some as
territorial conflicts.

SBD administrator, SA007, explained

this as an "inherent" conflict when an organization does
strategic business development:
You have an inherent conflict within a large
organization when you do strategic business
development. An example would be when strategic
business development allows you to step beyond the
market served by your current products. And when
you step beyond the market ... , you can find
yourself in competition with some of your
customers.
Core business administrator, CA003, described the conflict
from a core "point of view":
[People in SBD] are trying to develop a new
technology and they're trying to find a business
for it. So they come out in our [core business]
market with our downstream customers. Well, that
gets our customers upset. And that starts
jeopardizing my relationship with my customers.
It seemed that the physical separation contributed to
another type of separation; a feeling of "them and us."
Some core business respondents interpreted this separation
in terms of the innovation program being for SBD and not for
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the core.

Core staff member,

csoos,

described the

situation:
There seems to have developed something of a
separation. Maybe that's by design, but there's
this obstacle; I think that [the innovation
program] is for SBD. Maybe [core business] will
get a little bit of it, but it's not really for
us.
Further complicating the problem was that strategic
business development was funded by the core business units.
And, the core business units expressed that they had no
choice in the matter.

Core business administrator, CA003,

explained:
I'm in a core business ••. and what we do is we
supply dollars to NBD ... And I'm not getting
anything back for it. I have a problem with that.
That's an expectation that I have; if I invest in
something, I'm going to get a return.
I'm not
getting any return from that investment •.. and I'm
forced into this relationship.
Also by design, the innovation initiative relied in
part on the core business units for idea generation and
Business Concept Proposal (BCP) development.

If BCPs were

approved, often the champions or idea team members were
asked to leave the core business units and join SBD.
Some core business respondents interpreted these collective
problems as "elitism" on the part of SBD; all take and no
give.

Core administrator, CA004, continued:
You turn off the core business people ••• They're
already turned off because they've got to fund
something that they didn't necessarily ask for.
And the second reason [the Core business units],
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they're turned off is because there's no
connection between what [SBD] is doing and what it
is the core business group is all about ••• A
third strike from the core business's perspective
against what SBD is doing is that [SBD] is looked
at as a rather elite bunch of guys who aren't
really concerned with core activities.
Communication was identified as a possible source of
the problems.

Developing new ventures based on the "core

competencies" of the Fibers and Film Group (F&FG) was a
fundamental aspect of the innovation initiative, yet, there
was little interaction between the core businesses and the
strategic Business Development division.

SBD staff member,

ssoos, explained:
I think the process would be helped by more
interaction with core business.
I intellectually
understand the desire to keep new business renewal
totally unique to core [competencies]; we're so
fundamentally core-driven.
I mean, the concept
that we have a SCAFIT as our number one, overall
driving force is "founded in technology," and it's
technology that's fundamental to fiber and film.

Respondents• Recommendations

A natural outgrowth of the research questions related
to the advantages and disadvantages of innovation was the
request for recommendations to improve the process.

When

asked for recommendations to enhance the innovation process
at Hoechst Celanese, respondents were often able to identify
areas for improvement, but lacked specific details or a plan
of action.

Often, the respondents comments related back to
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the areas that they had discussed concerning advantages and
disadvantages, and were basically recommendations to
continue to do "what was advantageous" and to change "what
was disadvantageous."

To reiterate those discussions and

comments would be redundant.

Instead, this section focuses

on specific plans or ideas for process improvement.
The greatest number of recommendations were made
regarding the environment/culture.

Fifteen respondents from

all membership groups--two from SBD administration (SA),
eight from SBD staff (SS), one from core administration
(CA), and four from core staff (CS)--indicated that while
the environment/culture was changing for the better, there
was still room for improvement.

The majority of the

respondents identified diversifying the work force as a
means by which this could be accomplished.

Through customer

involvement, continued training programs, "innovation field
trips" (visits to trade shows and plants outside the film
and fibers area), and different staffing techniques, Hoechst
Celanese Corp.
environment.

(HCC) could continue to improve its
SBD administrator, SAOOJ, made the following

recommendation which mirrored many of the other respondents
comments:
We've said in the past that we tend to hire after
our own mold; we get people from the same colleges
with the same degrees. And diversity is much more
than being black, white or female, although that
is important. We also have to get people in here
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with different educational backgrounds. I would
love to have a couple of behavioral scientists
working on this site ..• Trying to diversify the
work force we've got right now is going to take a
long time. You can sure cut it by maybe
transferring some of our people; let them go work
at some of our customers, and then let some
customer people come here for six or twelve
months.
As stated, the innovation initiative was credited as
contributing to the changing environment.

SBD

administrators, SA003, SA007, SA008, SAOlO;

SBD staff

member, SS020; core administrator, CA005; and core staff
members, CS004, CS006, CS007, and

csoos advised expanding

the innovation program throughout the rest of the
organization as a means to change the environment and
improve relations between SBD and the core business units.
The second most frequently cited areas of
recommendations were management and training.

As stated,

innovation training was identified as highly advantageous to
the innovation process.

Most of the recommendations related

to training were "keep doing it, expand it, and include
everybody."
Thirteen respondents from all membership groups--four
from SBD administration (SA), four from SBD staff (SS), two
from core administration (CA), and three from core staff
(CS)--made recommendations related to training.

Several

respondents indicated that they would like to see Innovation
Training 101 as "continuous" and not a "one shot deal."
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Others recommended that it be made available throughout the
corporation to all Hoechst Celanese Corp.
and that it involve management.

(HCC) employees

SBD administrator, SA003,

encouraged the development of a "technical leadership
program to correspond to the management development
program."

Other recommendations were to create or expand

ITlOl program to include process or project development, not
just new business; open research associate meetings to all
employees; permit education "sabbaticals;" and create
organization-wide innovation "conferences" or workshops
employees from all sites can attend.
Interestingly, many of the recommendations for
improving management related to training.

Some respondents

suggested that management minimize controls and stop being
"risk-averse," but provided no details.

Other respondents

recommended that managers work with consultants and venture
capitalists and attend Innovation Training 101 or other
innovation seminars to broaden their business skills and
increase business judgment.

SBD staff member's, SS020,

comments expressed the opinion held by several respondents:
I think it's important that the entire teams go
through from the most senior manager down to
really engender that type of team spirit. It's
one thing if the executive officers go off to
their own little innovation training workshop, and
then enlisted ranks go off to theirs.
It still
maintains that hierarchical structure that says •••
'We're not comfortable coming down and working
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shoulder to shoulder with you and being identified
as a true part of the team.'
Other recommendations were to tie innovation to performance
appraisals; provide opportunities for more "informal"
communication between directors, managers, and other
employees; have managers sponsor ideas or teams; and involve
managers in ownership of the ideas.
Improving the Strategic Business Development division
and core business relationship and changing the innovation
process were the third most recommended areas for
improvement.

Twelve respondents--four from SBD

administration (SA), two from SBD staff (SS), two from core
administration (CA), and four from core staff (CS)--made
recommendations.

Many of these improvements related to

increasing core business involvement in the process.

Core

administrator, CA005, summarized this commonly held
recommendation:
Inside the plants there is no organized thrust to
get the human resources to become creative in what
they do, which is to seek new avenues and new
opportunities, either from a business standpoint,
or for defining aggressively new applications of
existing products ... I think the seed work going
on here at this site [DRP], in and around
innovation, is a very aggressive, unique approach.
However, it's rooted primarily at this site.
There are thousands of people that we can tap as a
result of this innovative concept. We need to get
the word out into these organizations. We need to
be sponsoring aggressive programs at the various
sites to renew the efforts. In the short term, we
face tremendous difficulty from the standpoint of
survival. That is a truism ..• We need to get
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everyone working on finding those opportunities.
We need to introduce into our thought process how
to spread the word (and] how to set up support
mechanisms beyond DRP for the innovation
process .•. as we look at our organization, (and]
look across the business areas. These are the
groups that have got to become the targets in
terms of the innovation concept.
Several respondents indicated that somehow including
the core businesses in the SBD decision process might ease
tensions.

The core businesses would somehow feel involved

in how the funding was spent.

There would be a collective

decision about what was appropriate for SBD to develop and
what was appropriate for the core businesses to develop.

A

strategy could be developed related to customer interface
and interaction.

In addition to expanding the innovation

program out to the core business, other recommendations were
to more openly communicate and network with the core
businesses to let them know the type of new ventures SBD was
developing; develop key "strategic" relationships with the
core business units; allow core business to submit proposals
to SBD for support and funding; build new opportunities
around the core businesses, especially where technology,
customers, and markets overlap; and focus innovation efforts
on core renewal (product extensions, market expansions, core
technological advancement).
Twelve respondents from all membership areas--three
from SBD administration (SA), four from SBD staff (SS), two
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from core administration (CA), and three from core staff
(CS)--recommended changing the innovation process.

Most of

the recommendations related to process improvement
reiterated that the process was "too rigid and linear," and
that it needed to be more "flexible," but lacked specific
details on how this should be accomplished.

One respondent

had actually redesigned the Commercialization Pipeline and
was preparing to present the idea to senior management.
Many more specific recommendations concerned changing
the reward/recognition system, reducing reporting and
auditing requirements, and improving communication and
networking.

Twelve respondents requested changes in the

"formal" and "informal" reward/recognition system.

As

stated, the reward system, while not a formal part of the
innovation process, was thought to negatively impact the
innovation initiative.

Many respondents recommended that

the reward system be changed, but did not outline a specific
plan.

Several respondents, however, suggested "equity

ownership" as a possibility.

SBD administrator, SA007,

explained:
I would give 'equity ownership' to people involved
in the development of the business. Large
corporations have trouble if anybody in the
organization begins to make significant amounts of
money relative to the executive committee members.
I think that is an obstacle that we simply have to
overcome. If somebody can develop a business that
makes us a hundred million dollars, providing them
ten of that hundred million is not a problem; it
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should not be a problem. And if you can involve
people's personal, financial success to a much
larger degree than the commodity thought process
does, I think you'll wind up being much more
successful. One principle that I know to be true-the more people who go home at night worried
about the success of the business, the more
successful that business is going to be.
All recommendations for reducing the reporting and
auditing requirements were made by six SBD staff members
(SS).

These respondents suggested more individual and team

empowerment; self-directed teams; replacing some of the
formal reports and presentations with informal interaction
or updates with management; creating technical "think-tank"
sessions between teams and managers; reducing political
power plays or territorial struggles; and interacting with
and utilizing the core business expertise.

SBD staff

member, SS006, addressed most of these recommendations:
I would truly empower the teams.
I think you have
to have qualified teams. Part of the problem-what happens here--is if one business dies, and
there is an available body, you stick that body on
the next business. I'm not always sure that's the
smart thing to do ... I would make sure the BCT's
[business concept team's] are staffed with the
most competent people.
I would minimize the amount of interaction we have
to have with management for monthlies,
quarterlies, et cetera. I don't find them
beneficial. I think that we could have more
fruitful interaction with management under a
different structure--have technical 'think-tank'
and technical brainstorming sessions. Have
business updates or solicit input from business
people. I think you could have your interaction
with management be structured in a different way
such that it is more beneficial to the business
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instead of trying to accommodate necessarily what
their objective is. Look at what the business
needs and structure your contacts that way •••
I think we should have crossovers between the
different business units to ••• [eliminate] the
walls that continue to be there. We should be
able to interact [with the core businesses] a lot
more than management might want us to and take
advantage of that expertise to move things faster.
Nine respondents suggested improved communication and
networking.
channels.

As stated, most communication was along formal
Typically, communication occurred at the same

level or at the level immediately above or immediately
below--directors to directors, directors to managers,
managers to staff, engineers to engineers, chemists to
chemists, engineers to technicians, technicians to
technicians.

A lot of the reporting utilized formal

reports and presentations as the communication media.

Many

respondents attributed "lack of communication" or "poor
communication" as the root of a lot of the corporation's
problems, especially those between SBD and the core business
units, and management and staff.

Relaxing communication

protocol from "formal" to more "informal" contact, extending
the innovation program out into the other sites, and
involving the core business units in innovation were
recommendations that applied to changing the environment and
fostering communication/networking.
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Summary

This chapter explains the need; vision; the Innovation
Process that was created and implemented by the Fibers and
Film Group's (F&FG) Strategic Business Development division
(SBD) at Hoechst Celanese Corp.

(HHC); and the status of the

initiative at the end of data collection and analysis.
HCC believed that innovation was a matter of corporate
survival.

To change the direction the corporation was

taking, management defined a systematic process to create
future business value and new businesses, and implemented
the process.

Once the need was established, a conceptual

model was developed to identify and to serve as a vision for
the corporation to become more innovative.

A Five-Part

Management Plan was developed to manage the process.

Most

development activity took place on New Business
Development's Commercialization Pipeline.

At the end of

data collection in 1993, SBD's status was closely on track
with the five-year expectations established in 1988.
The advantages and disadvantages of innovation were
intertwined and overlapped.

The greatest advantages to

innovation were identified as follows, and ranked by
frequency of respondents' comments:

1) the Office of

Innovation, 2) innovation training programs, 3) management
and the formal process, and 4) the environment/culture.
greatest disadvantages cited were: 1) management, 2)
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The

environment/culture 3) conflicting missions between core
business and the Strategic Business Development division
(SBD), and 4) the formal process.

Recommendations were

given for making the environment/climate more innovative,
expanding the innovation training, improving core business
and the Strategic Business Development division's
relationship, and improving the innovation process.
This chapter presented the analysis and findings of the
data related to rationale, process, advantages, and
obstacles.

Chapter V, Summary, Conclusions, and

Recommendations, presents a summary of the findings,
conclusions and recommendations.
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Chapter

v

SUMMARY, CONCLUSIONS, AND RECOMMENDATIONS

The specific purpose of this study was to analyze the
organizational and technological innovation process used
within an organization to foster corporate renewal.
Innovation is an essential ingredient for corporate success.
As corporations implement new businesses, new technologies,
and revitalize their existing businesses, they strengthen
the economy while warding off foreign competition.

The

perceived weakening of this process in U.S. firms that is
thought by many as a contributing factor to the steady
decline of productivity growth vital to our nation's
economic stability (Ellin, 1981).
Patent records indicate that Japanese companies
excelled in only three high-technology areas in 1981.
Recently available data on filings with the

u.s

Patent and

Trademark Office revealed that by 1991, Japanese companies
had surged ahead in 30 high-technology fields.

These high-

technology areas are those most likely to provide control of
a larger share of world trade in industries that hold the
highest income potential.
U.S corporations are trying to reinvent themselves, top
to bottom.

Companies understand that they have to transform

themselves into organizations that can survive in a market
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competitive in all segments.

Transformation is difficult

because it's very demanding to change a corporation's
culture from top to bottom.
Lotus Development Corp.

Mitch Kapor, developer of the

(makers of Lotus 1-2-3), stated,

"Look at General Motors, look at Sears, look at IBM.

I'm

sure there were plenty of people inside all those companies
who knew the end was near, but they were unable to generate
sufficient critical mass to turn the ship around" (Goodell,
1993, p. 10).
sunk.

Many corporations are in trouble; some have

Of the elite Forbes 500 corporations listed in 1955,

only 167 (33 percent) were still in business in 1986
(Schumann, 1991).
Unfortunately, the body of academic research on
innovation, while growing, is still limited.

Knowledge of

innovation is important to American leaders if the U.S. is
to remain competitive in the global market-place.
The remainder of this chapter presents a summary of the
findings, conclusions, and recommendations resulting from
this study.

Summary of Findings, Conclusions, and Recommendations
The study was designed to address five broad research
questions that are appropriate to understanding
organizational and technological innovation:
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(1)

What are the internal and/or external factors that
drive organizational or technological innovation
and serve as a rationale for the development of an
innovation process?

(2)

What process is utilized by an organization to
foster organizational and technological
innovation, and what are the expected outcomes?

(3)

What internal and/or external factors are
advantageous to organizational and technological
innovation and contribute to the success of the
process?

(4)

What internal and/or external factors are
disadvantages to organizational and technological
innovation and inhibit the process?

(5)

What are the practical implications suggested by
the findings for other organizations concerned
with or involved in organizational and
technological innovation?

Data were gathered to answer these questions by
conducting a case study of the innovation process developed
and implemented by Hoechst Celanese Corporation (HCC), an
international chemical manufacturer, at its Fibers and Film
Group (F&FG).

A research model was developed from the works

of social science researchers Yvonna

s.

Lincoln and Egon G.

Guba and the anthropologist James P. Spradley.

The

ethnographic interview process was used to collect data.
Information was gathered for the purpose of data
triangulation through taped interviews that were transcribed
verbatim; document analysis; participant observation; and a
third-party auditor.

A structured method of analytic

induction was used to analyze the textual content of the
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data.

Early data analysis revealed groupings of information

along four membership groups:

Strategic Business

Development administrators (SA), Strategic Business
Development staff (SS), core business administrators (CA),
and core business staff (CS).

Research Question One
What are the internal and/or external factors that
drive orqanizational and technoloqical innovation and
serve as a rationale for the development of an
innovation process?

Summary of Findings

The primary reasons given for organizational and
technological innovation at Hoechst Celanese Corporation
(HCC) were corporate survival and corporate renewal.
Innovation was necessary to create new businesses and new
technologies, and revitalize the existing core businesses.
Respondents from all membership groups were in consensus
that the core businesses and product life-cycles were
maturing.

Markets were declining.

new products.

Customers were demanding

Recent commercial products were not

competitively priced. The track record for growing new
businesses was poor.

The corporate culture and

infrastructure were risk-averse and geared to short-term
success.

An Innovation Climate Survey at HCC's Dreyfus
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Research Park revealed that the environment was "bland" and
"undifferentiated."
Respondents had accepted that "change" was necessary.
Most agreed that a structured, formal process, similar to
Hoechst Celanese's Quality Program, was the mechanism to
bring about that change.

This consensus along with

management commitment enabled Hoechst Celanese to research,
design and implement a formal innovation process within a
two-year period.

conclusions

Hoechst Celanese Corp.'s Fibers and Film Group (F&FG)
conducted a comprehensive self-examination (e.g.,
consultants, internal surveys, research, and benchmarking)
and openly acknowledged certain shortcomings.

The

respondents at Dreyfus Research Park indicated a common
"awareness" of the problems they were facing and that
"change" was necessary in order for the corporation to
survive and renew itself.
According to Foster (1986) in Innovation: The
Attacker's Advantage, "anticipation is the key" to change
and staying ahead of the competition (p. 149).
change takes time.

Cultural

Consensus concerning corporate survival

and renewal and the status of the corporate culture were
important factors in facilitating the rapid development and
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implementation of an innovation process at Dreyfus Research
Park (DRP).

Recommendations

As Hoechst Celanese Corporation (HCC) integrates the
innovation program into the Advanced Technology Group and
expands the program out into the rest of the organization,
it should continue to conduct internal surveys, such as the
Innovation Climate Survey at Dreyfus Research Park, to
determine the climate of each site prior to fully
implementing the innovation program.

Organizations are

comprised of subcultures (Spradley, 1972).

Certain factors

such as demographics, core technologies, geographic
location, manufacturing operations, and business strategies,
differ at other sites within the corporation.

These sites

have cultures or practices uniquely different from the
Fibers & Film Group at Dreyfus Research Park, as will HCC's
customers.

ATG needs to remain sensitive to these

"subcultures" which may react to the process disparately.
Successful interaction between these cultures is important
to organizational/technological innovation. As the
innovation program is implemented at each site, it should be
modified or tailored to address each site's unique culture
and concerns.
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Hoechst Celanese Corp. should also to collect
information on employee awareness of the initiative and its
goals.

If employees are unaware of the problems or do not

associate any degree of urgency with them, then the
corporation needs to educate the concerned parties as to the
"when, what, why and how" of what it is trying to
accomplish.
Other corporations that are interested in innovation
can use HCC's process as a model and begin their research in
much the same manner as Hoechst Celanese by conducting
surveys, engaging consultants, and benchmarking.

It is

important that an organization assess its current situation,
create a vision of its future and effectively communicate
this information to all concerned.

"A problem can be

defined as any situation in which a gap is perceived to
exist between what is and what should be" (VanGundy, 1988,
p. 3).

If the vested parties have not identified "where

they are" and "where they ought to be," then a problem does
not clearly exist and change seems irrelevant.

Research Question Two
What process is utilized by an organization to foster
organizational and technological innovation, and what
are the expected outcomes?
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Summary of the Findings

While an awareness of the innovation initiative existed
across all the membership groups, the historical development
and actual working knowledge of HCC's Innovation Process
resided almost exclusively with SBD Administration (SA) and
SBD Staff (SS).

In addition, Core business administrators

and staff members were not aware of SBD's activities or the
initiative's outcomes.
Once the need was established, Hoechst Celanese created
the Strategic Business Development division (SBD), an
autonomous group operating outside of the core businesses to
develop new businesses, new technology and revitalize
existing core businesses.
were used to fund SBD.

The core business units' revenues

The core business units were also a

source of ideas and personnel for SBD's innovation efforts.
Within the Strategic Business Development division
(SBD), a conceptual model (see Appendix E) was developed to
serve as a vision for the corporation and to guide the
process.

A Five-Part Management Process (see Appendix F)

was developed to administer the process.

Most development

activity took place on New Business Development's (NBDs)
Commercialization Pipeline (see Appendices G & H).

An

Office of Innovation was established to facilitate
awareness, provide training and help idea champions or teams
develop ideas.
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Hoechst Celanese Corp.'s innovation process
concentrated on the concept of a SCAFIT--a strategically
competitive advantage founded in technology.

The

corporation had certain "core competencies" in which they
excelled.

Innovation was risky and expensive.

New business

ventures focused in these areas or based on these
technologies would give the corporation an advantage over
its competitors.

This concept in conjunction with the

formal aspects of the process provided a structure for
"calculated" risk taking.
Training was an integral part of the process.

Fifty

percent of the Five-Part Management Process was based on
providing a variety of training programs, seminars, and
workshops.

Training was the mechanism by which the

corporation could teach its scientists, chemists, and
technicians strategic business development and creative
thinking skills.

Training would help the organization over

come its risk-averse nature and change its environment while
creating a "critical mass" of innovators.
The actual outcomes were on target with the expected
outcomes established at the beginning of the innovation
initiative.

The status of the Pipeline at the end of data

collection was as follows:

Over four hundred (400) ideas

were submitted to the IdeaFund; two Business Concept
Proposals (BCPs) were in the Idea Screening stage; three
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BCPs were engaged in Screening Committee approval; two
Business Concept Teams (BCTs) were in the situational
Analysis stage; three Business Strategy Teams (BSTs) were in
the Strategic Analysis stage; one business opportunity was
in the validation stage; and two business opportunities were
in Commercial Business Development stage.

In April of

1993, the Strategic Business Development Division was
integrated into the corporation's Advanced Technology Group
(ATG), headquartered in Summit, New Jersey, to serve as the
primary vehicle for corporate renewal throughout the Hoechst
Celanese organization.

Conclusions

The Strategic Business Development division (SBD) was
established as an "experiment" to grow new businesses.
The core business units had significant financial and human
resources invested in the Strategic Business Development
division (SBD), yet they had limited understanding of the
history and working knowledge of SBD's innovation process.
SBD relied on the core business units for funding, sources
of ideas and idea champions.

SBD and the business units had

very poor communication if any at all.

As a result of this

poor communication, many respondents from the core business
units thought that the SBD "experiment" had been a failure
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and that was the reason there was little communication or
talk about it.
If Hoechst Celanese Corp.'s innovation efforts fail,
everyone in the corporation loses.

Due to its significant

financial and human resources investments in SBD, the core
business units should have made it their business to find
out what was happening in SBD and participate.

SBD should

have more openly and actively recruited the core business
units support and communicated its activities and outcomes.
The functioning of HCC's innovation process, as it was
designed, depended on the cooperation and interaction of SBD
and the core business units.

It only seems logical that the

ultimate long-term success of the initiative depends on the
core business units' commitment and sponsorship.
"them versus us" attitude existed.

Instead, a

If actual outcomes were

on target with expected outcomes under these circumstances,
what outcomes could have conceivably been achieved with
cooperation.
The concept of the SCAFIT--strategic competitive
advantage founded in technology--was limiting.

Based on the

criteria, Hoechst Celanese Corp. was only going to attempt
business development in areas where they already had some
"core competencies;" areas in which the core business units
were already directing their efforts.

As a result, the core

business units and the SBD sometimes were conducting
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development efforts in the same areas with the same
customers.

This competition further contributed to the

"them versus us" attitude.
The training programs were successful.

Not only were

they an avenue to expand awareness of the innovation
program, they were crucial in creating a work force with
business judgment and creative problem-solving skills.
These training programs also provided a common ground for
interaction between core business and SBD personnel.

Recommendations

Before implementing a corporate-wide innovation
program, the Advanced Technology Group (ATG) should closely
analyze the SBD experience, adopting its successes, learning
from its failures and modifying or eliminating its
shortcomings accordingly.

The process of conducting this

analysis and its findings should be communicated throughout
the organization and recommendations solicited, internally
and externally, to perfect the process.
Educating and enrolling the cooperation of the core
business units should be one of ATG's prime objectives.
Engagement in the process or any of its activities should
remain voluntary.

However, the organization needs to more

actively recruit its employees and customers to participate
in the process and its on-going refinement.
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The criteria for new business development as defined by
the SCAFIT needs modification or clarification to prevent
the strategic business development efforts from conflicting
with or replicating core business efforts.

By more clearly

defining the development activities for both core and the
strategic development units, the conflicts can be reduced.
The initial results of HCC's innovation efforts were in
line with its expected outcomes.

However, HCC's Innovation

Process was still new and evolving.

Cultural change

requires time; systems change and evolve over time.
ideas will take many years to commercialize.
will make it.

Some

Not all ideas

Some will fail after years of development.

To gain an in-depth perspective into innovation, this
process or others should be observed closely over time.
Continued ethnographic research will permit the
identification of new and existing variables, both internal
and external, that impact Hoechst Celanese's strategic
business development.

Research Questions Three and Four
What internal and/or external factors are advantaqaous
to orqanizational and technoloqical innovation and
contribute to the success of the process?
What internal and/or external factors are disadvantaqes
to orqanizational and technoloqical innovation and
inhibit the process?
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Summary of the Findings

The advantages and disadvantages to innovation were
intertwined and overlapped.

Due to the interrelation of

these factors, the conclusions and recommendations are
presented collectively.

The factors having the greatest

advantages to innovation were identified as follows, ranked
by frequency of respondents' comments:

1) the Office of

Innovation, 2) innovation training programs, 3) management
and the formal process, and 4) the environment/culture.

The

greatest disadvantages cited were: 1) management, 2)
environment/culture 3) conflicting missions between core
business and the Strategic Business Development Division
(SBD), and 4) the formal process.

Most respondents had both

positive and negative things to say about each of these
factors.

Office of Innovation's Activities: Conclusions

The Office of Innovation activities were identified as
the area most advantageous to innovation by all membership
groups.

The mission of the Office of Innovation/Quality

Administration, was to help facilitate Hoechst Celanese
employees' ideas into potential Business Concept Proposals
(BCPs), to promote networking, and to create visibility and
awareness around the innovation initiative at the "frontend" of the Commercialization Pipeline.
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In this capacity,

the Office of Innovation's managers spent a lot of time
working with staff employees from both core businesses (CS)
and the Strategic Business Development Division (SS), but by
design, were not a part of the direct management hierarchy
of either group.

Respondents indicated that the Office of

Innovation's assistance in networking and mentoring was very
beneficial in the preparation of Business Concept Proposals
(BCPs).
The Office of Innovation and its activities have been
integral in creating an awareness of the innovation program
and in providing training, seminars, and workshops at
Dreyfus Research Park.

In this capacity, this office

conveyed a set of values, principles, parameters, activities
and behaviors essential for innovation to occur at Hoechst
Celanese Corp.

Office of Innovation's Activities:

Recommendations

As Hoechst Celanese Corp. expands the innovation
initiative, it should utilize the Office of Innovation and
its services to its fullest potential.

Its staff should

expand in relationship to the population it will serve or
the office will be over-extended and less effective.
Other areas of the corporation should incorporate or
create their own "internal" Office of Innovation.

By having

employees attend the innovation training programs and
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becoming a part of the "critical mass" of innovators, they
can emulate the values, operating methods and principles
used by this office to become more innovative.

Innovation Training:

Conclusions

Innovation training was identified as the second
greatest advantage to innovation.

Respondents cited

enhanced business skills and business judgement, improved
quality of the Business Concept Proposals (BCPs) submitted
before New Business Development's Screening Committee,
improved team-building skills, newly realized personal
strengths and weaknesses, improved personal and team
creativity, and a better understanding of customers and
market needs and how to identify them.

Innovation Training

101, in particular, was identified as a significant
component in creating a "critical mass" of innovators.
Many respondents, who had participated in these
training programs, recommended that they be expanded and
made available to everyone in the corporation.

Training was

considered to be 50% of the innovation initiative.

The

corporation has expended considerable time and resources
with good results.
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Innovation Training:

Recommendations

As the process is integrated into the Advanced
Technology Group, the corporation should continue evaluating
its expertise, skill base and environment, and develop
specialized training programs to address any identified
shortcomings or obstacles along with the disadvantages to
innovation identified in this study.

Training had worked

well in enhancing business, creative problem-solving and
team-building skills.

Training options should be considered

as an alternative to correcting other deficiencies or
changing behaviors.
As joint-development and joint-venture programs with
other corporations or customers emerge, Hoechst Celanese
Corp.

(HCC) should include these organizations in its

training programs or assist them in the development of their
own training agendas.

The Advanced Technology Group should

consider packaging and marketing its Innovation Program and
training into a new "service-oriented" business venture.
The Human Resources Department in one of the core business
units at HCC has already begun to sell its services to other
core businesses and customers to reduce its overhead costs.

Management:

conclusions

Management was identified the third greatest advantage
to innovation.

Overall management/corporate support of the
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innovation initiative was applauded by respondents.

The

corporation had sanctioned innovation by conducting the
Strategic Business Development division (SBD) "experiment"
and in doing so had committed considerable financial and
human resources to the process.
While management was viewed as making innovation
efforts possible, it was also perceived as largely
responsible for preventing the process from working.
Respondents indicated that management was the greatest
disadvantage to innovation.

In particular, managers were

thought to be risk-averse and over-controlling.

The Five-

Part Management Process, which was developed to manage new
venture development and "empower" the Business Concept Teams
(BCTs), was thought by those closely involved with it to
actually interfere with new venture development.
The issue of "empowerment" was complex and somewhat of
a "double-edged sword."

Management needed a means by which

to monitor the business opportunities' progress.

Once

approved, these new ventures began to require a significant
amount of financial and human resources to develop.

The

more money invested, the greater the risk to the corporation
if the concept failed.

Managers tended to respond to risk

with a "yo-yo" reaction relinquishing responsibility to
teams then grabbing it back.
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Managers received little incentive to behave otherwise.
They were not rewarded for the risk-taking or the failure
associated with innovation.

Many already had their "plates

full" and were evaluated on the performance criteria which
did not include innovation.

Management:

Recommendations

The sanctioning of the innovation initiative by
corporate management had an impact on employees' acceptance
of the need.

Corporate managers at all levels in the

Advanced Technology Group (ATG) and the core businesses
units need to be very active, vocal, and visible in Hoechst
Celanese Corp.'s innovation program.
The innovation training programs had been highly
successful in developing the skill-base of participants and
changing their attitudes and behaviors.

A training program

to help managers deal with issues of empowerment and
"calculated" risk-taking could direct and accelerate the
necessary changes.
However, in order for the training to be effective, the
system to reward managers needs to be changed.

The current

system does not reward the behaviors necessary for
innovation to occur, and is in fact, counterproductive to
it.

If managers are to spear-head innovation efforts or at

least not get in the way of them, they need to be trained
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and rewarded for doing so.
involves failure.

Innovation involves risk.

Risk

The reward system should acknowledge that

some failures are a natural and expected outcome of
innovation efforts.

Failures should be presented not for

what they did not do, but for what was learned from the
process.

Environment/Culture:

Conclusions

Hoechst Celanese's changing environment/culture was
identified as the fourth greatest advantage to innovation
and the second greatest disadvantage.

The

environment/culture was starting to improve but it continued
to be more of a disadvantage than an advantage.

Respondents

indicated that due to the corporation's innovation
initiative, the environment/culture was changing to be more
conducive to and supportive of the innovation efforts, but
still had considerable room for improvement.

Old paradigms

were beginning to change and the respondents' transcripts
were sprinkled with references to innovation.
Largely identified as a part of the problem was a lack
of diversity in the workforce.

The Center for Creative

Leadership's (1989) Survey concluded that the Dreyfus
Research Park's environment lacked diversity.

Hoechst

Celanese staffing practices were what one respondent called
"incestuous."

The corporation hired the same academic
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backgrounds--chemical engineers and scientists--from the
same schools, same curricula, and the same professors.

The

Fibers and Film Group (F&FG) did a majority of its
recruiting from six universities.

There was a lot of

technological expertise, but business expertise was thought
to be limited.
As a result, many respondents thought that HCC's
workforce lacked "diversity in thought."

Part of the reason

for these hiring practices was related to "comfort."

People

were not comfortable, or perhaps even threatened, by people
who thought or did things differently.

Diversity was not

rewarded, nor were the risks associated with it.
Interestingly, the demographics of the respondents
participating in the study were somewhat homogeneous.
Primarily, they were caucasian males between the ages of
thirty and sixty with degrees in chemical engineering or
science.
Right sizing or restructuring had a negative impact on
the environment.

Respondents indicated that they were

hesitant to take unnecessary risks outside of their assigned
work or act counter to the corporate culture for fear
of losing their jobs.
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Environment/Culture:

Recommendations

Hoechst Celanese Corp. needs to analyze its staffing
practices.

While hiring from the same universities reduces

staffing costs, it places limitations on creating a more
diverse work force.

Demographic profiles conducted at all

of Hoechst Celanese Corp.'s sites can provide a "picture" of
its comprehensive work force.

Using these profiles, the

corporation can overcome some of its diversity problems by
relocating and reassigning personnel.

The corporation can

also plan staffing strategies for the future to use as
guides for hiring.
Given that it will take some time to change these
practices and significantly impact the composition of the
work force, Hoechst Celanese Corp. can continue taking steps
to broaden the skill base and to change the behaviors of its
current staff.

The innovation training was developed to

help individuals acquire skills to think more "creatively"
and step outside old problem-solving paradigms.

Given the

reported advantages cited by respondents related to
training, Hoechst Celanese had considerable success in this
area and should further evaluate its potential impact for
changing the environment/culture as they expand the
program.
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Conflicting Missions:

Conclusions

The conflict of missions between the strategic Business
Development division (SBD) and the core business units was
identified as the third greatest disadvantage to innovation.
The separation of the Strategic Business Development
Division (SBD) from the core business units was a "strategic
decision" by upper level management to liberate the SBD
organization and its resources from the characteristic dayto-day problem solving activities of core businesses
actively engaged in manufacturing, sales and product
delivery.
However, as one administrator stated, "You have an
inherent conflict within a large organization anytime you do
strategic business development."

Both SBD and the core

businesses understood and acknowledged the nature of the
conflict and agreed that the creation of a separate entity
(SBD) to develop new ventures was an acceptable approach.
Even with the existence of this understanding, the
missions of HCC's core business units and SBD remained in
conflict.

Core business responsibilities were focused on

short-term investment and development, manufacturing,
customer service, and product delivery; SBD's
responsibilities were to develop long-term new venture
developments that would generate the future businesses and
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technologies that would replace the maturing core
businesses.
The responsibility to design and implement an
innovation process resided with SBD.

New ventures in their

formative state generated no profits or funds to
independently sustain them.

SBD had to rely on the core

business units for funding and other resources.
Core business personnel were recruited to staff SBD.
The way the Innovation Process was designed, SBD also relied
on core business personnel for the submission of ideas for
development.

If the ideas became approved Business Concept

Proposals (BCPs), core personnel left the core units to join
SBD leaving business units, some with already reduced staff
levels from right sizing, further understaffed.
The core businesses were upset.

They felt that they

were providing all the resources and were not consulted
about the design, implementation, operation of the process,
or even their inclusion in the process.

Some core business

personnel interpreted these actions as "elitism" on the
behalf of SBD.
Core held SBD responsible for communicating its
activities; SBD was waiting to be approached by core.
wanted a better relationship.

Both

However, there was no

evidence of any activity by either side to actively confront
the problem.

A "stale mate" resulted with neither SBD or
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the core businesses willing to tread on the perceived
territory of the other.

A desire for better communication

was expressed by both the core business units and SBD.

Conflicting Missions:

Recommendations

New and better avenues for communication should be
explored.

In addition to the recommendations already made

concerning Strategic Business Development's and core
business units• relationship, efforts to help the core
businesses apply elements of the innovation program directly
can impart "ownership" of the process and minimize the
conflict.
Based on the success of the other innovation training
initiatives, a specially designed "conflict negotiation"
training program that focuses on the inherent problems
between the core businesses and strategic business
development and that introduces techniques to improve
communication and minimize conflict is recommended.
In further modifications of the process, care should be
taken to not develop or build on methods for creating new
businesses that do not fit well with the missions of the
existing businesses.

To eliminate or reduce problems,

communication systems should be developed between the
Advanced Technology Group and the core business units, and
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the core businesses should be included in the redesign or
modification process.

Formal, systematic Process:

conclusions

The third most frequently identified advantage was the
formal innovation process.

Having a formal process like the

Quality Program was thought to facilitate the corporation's
ability to change itself.

The Conceptual Model and a

"language of innovation" was useful in breaking old
paradigms and in developing and expanding new ones.
Having a structured formal process was also identified
as the fourth greatest disadvantage.

Some saw the

Commercialization Pipeline as an "engineer's approach" to
innovation and its structure the "antithesis" of innovation.
When respondents viewed the pipeline as a guide or training
tool, comments were more favorable.
Management needed a means by which to monitor the
business opportunities' progress.

Once approved, these new

ventures began to require a significant amount of financial
and human resources to develop.

The more money invested,

the greater the risk to the corporation if the concept
failed.

As a result, teams spent a great deal of time

preparing formal presentations and reports taking team
members' time away from business development.

The issue

that emerged was "formal" versus "informal" reporting.
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Communication between administration and staff in SBD was
accomplished largely through formal reports and
documentation with limited informal interaction.

Many

respondents felt that more emphasis was placed on the
development of the reports than in development of the
business opportunity.
When HCC developed its Innovation Process, it did not
change its reward/compensation system.

While not a formal

part of the HCC's Innovation Process, the existing
compensation or reward system negatively impacted the
process.

Respondents thought that the system should be

modified to directly reward individuals and the business
units for innovation.
The current system rewarded risk-averse behavior,
short-term successes, and high levels of management control.
Strategic business development efforts characteristically
did not provide a tangible payback within a short period of
time.

The present system did not encourage or reward long-

term investments.
Under the current system, the business units were
rewarded based on commodity business performance.
Individuals were paid for patents and given year-end bonuses
based on corporate performance.

HCC's Innovation Process

was designed with intrinsic, rather than extrinsic reward in
mind.

Respondents thought that involving people's personal
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financial success would increase participation and strength
the program's success.

Formal, Systematic Process:

Recommendations

The Commercialization Pipeline had already undergone
three revision to make it less restrictive.

The Advanced

Technology Group should consult closely with the Strategic
Business Development employees so that past learning will
not be lost.

The pipeline should incorporate a more "open

systems" approach with feedback loops to make it appear and
operate less restrictively.
a "go or no-go" process.

At a glance, the model depicted

Feedback loops that depict

proposal refinement, alternative development routes,
technical or market advisory boards would provide guidance
and encouragement to champions or teams, and minimize the
risk associated with "pass or fail."
The process used to manage the business development
should include a balance of formal and informal
documentation and reporting.

Too much formal reporting can

steal valuable time and resources from the business
opportunity under development.
HCC should closely examine its reward system and its
impact on the innovation initiative.

A system that rewards

short-term performance and risk-averse behavior can be
counterproductive to innovation efforts.
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Respondents• Recommendations

Specific recommendations from respondents were given
for making the environment/climate more innovative,
expanding the innovation training, improving core business
and Strategic Business Development's relationship, and
improving the overall innovation process.

Although it was

not part of the formal innovation process, respondents gave
considerable attention to discussing the reward/recognition
system.

In addition to the recommendations included by the

researcher, Hoechst Celanese should carefully consider these
respondents' recommendations, and, where appropriate, apply
them to improve its process.

Research Question Five
What are the practical implications suqqested by the
findinqs for other orqanizations concerned with or
involved in orqanizational and technoloqical
innovation?

The aim of this study was not to make generalizations
to other populations, but rather to contribute to the body
of knowledge related to innovation and guide future studies.
The findings of the study were idiographically interpreted
in terms of the case subject, the Hoechst Celanese
Corporation's Fibers & Film Group at Dreyfus Research Park.
Hoechst Celanese Corporation (HCC) is an international
Fortune 100 chemical manufacturer.
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Populations wishing to

adapt aspects of HCC's process or these findings should
consider factors such as size and age of the organization,
organizational structure, existing corporate culture,
industrial classification, demographics and geographical
location.
Any organizations interested in implementing an
innovation program are encouraged to contact representatives
of the Office of Innovation for additional information on
the services it provides, details of the program and
promotional materials.

This office has been extremely

willing to discuss its experiences and the details of the
program outside the corporation.

Representatives can be

contacted at the Off ice of Innovation, Hoechst Celanese
Corporation, 2300 Archdale Drive, Charlotte, NC, 28210, USA;
telephone (704) 554-3414.
A summary of the important practical implications for
other organizations follows:
1.

HCC's Innovation Program was based on experience
with its Quality Program.

Like HCC, organizations

with existing quality programs can use this
experience as a starting point.

HCC is an older,

"monolithic" corporation that has had success with
a formal, structured change processes.

Small and

medium-size organizations or younger "start-up"
organizations may not have the same experience.
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2.

HCC relied on internal surveys and the research
assistance of the Center for Creative Leadership,
Triangle Research Park, NC, to interpret survey
findings and make recommendations for the
development of its process.

The respondents at

HCC were aware of the reasons the corporation
needed an innovation strategy.

Other

organizations interested in becoming more
innovative are encouraged to do the same.

An

organization needs to determine "where it is" and
"where it wants to be," before adopting a specific
plan of action.

If individuals do not understand

that the nature of an organization's problems and
its vision for the future, then change seems
irrelevant and efforts to bring about change can
be initially met with resistance.
3.

Once HCC's management had identified the problem,
they developed a Conceptual Model to convey a
"philosophy" or vision of innovation and a new
language to assist in breaking old paradigms.
Older corporations may find that this facilitates
change.

Newer organizations that do not have

established paradigms, but wish to do so, may find
this technique beneficial.
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4.

The organization of HCC into core business units
and a strategic business development unit, coupled
with poor communication, inherently created a
conflict between the two groups that was an
obstacle to innovation.

HCC's existing reward

system was also thought to negatively impact
innovation efforts.

While developing innovation

strategies, other organizations should review
their business structures and compensation systems
for inherent conflicts.
5.

HCC developed a Conceptual Model, Five-Part
Management Process, and a Commercialization
Pipeline based on their experience and research.
As the organization changed in response to the
innovation process, the process evolved.
Organizations should continue to research their
change processes looking for advantages and
disadvantages, soliciting recommendations from
those involved while adapting the process
accordingly.

6.

Education and training were identified by HCC as
fifty percent of the Innovation Process.

HCC's

training programs were identified as highly
advantageous to the success of the process.

HCC

had assumed that their engineers and chemists had
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developed or acquired business skills and judgment
as a result of their experience within the
corporation.

It was determined, however, that

this was not the case.

As a part of problem

identification, organizations may want to conduct
an in-depth "skills inventory" to determine the
exact degree and nature of the workforce's
acquired skills and design specialized training
programs to overcome skill deficiencies.

Summary

The evolving theory of organizational/technological
innovation and the factors which influence its success or
failure is lacking and must continue to be developed.
Additional research will help scientists, engineers and
managers become more innovative and foster academic and
corporate/industrial partnerships.

Other major corporations

may want to try to implement Hoechst Celanese's program or a
modification of it as an integral part of their innovation
efforts.

Ethnographic research will aid these organizations

to identify the current state of their cultures as they
relate to innovation or other social science issues.
Continued innovation research will help American
industries, government and military agencies and academic
institutions learn to become more innovative and more
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competitive in the global marketplace, thereby enhancing the
overall U.S. economy.

Organizations that implement

innovation programs and conduct research can use this
research as a benchmark for process development or for
comparative analysis.
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Appendix A
Below is a completed listing of the taxonomic analysis
featured in Figure 5.
ATTRIBUTION (X is a characteristic of Y) of
The HCC Innovation Process
Presentations/reporting/auditing (SA006, SA007, SA008)
New businesses should be SCAFITs (SA008, SAOOl)
Managed process (SA003, SA004, SA007, SAOlO)
Conflicting missions between Core Business & SBD (SAOOl,
SA004, SA005, SA007, SAOlO)
Having a philosophical, conceptual base (SAOOl, SA009,
SAOlO)
Having a language of innovation (SAOOl, SA009, SAOlO)
Being a focused, controlled process (SAOOl, SA002, SA003,
SA009, SAOlO)
Being an iterative process (SA002, SA003, SA009)
Being a systematic process (SAOOl, SA007, SA009)
Being a disciplined process (SAOOl, SA009)
Having vision, milestones, strategic imperatives, and
objectives (SA003, SA004, SA007, SA009)
LOCATION FOR ACTION (X is a place for doing Y)
Jump Start Sessions (SA003, SA004, SAOlO)
Innovation Lab (SA003, SAOlO, SAOll)
Innovation Climate Luncheons (SA003, SA005)
Innovation Training 101 (SA003, SA004, SA009, SAOlO, SAOll)
Idea Fund (SA003, SA004, SA005, SA008, SA101)
Idea Fair (SA005, SA008)
MEANS END (X is a way for doing Y)
Conducting research (SA003, SA008)
Empowering employees (SA005, SA006, SA007)
Staffing (SA002, SA003, SAOlO)
Diversify the workforce (SA002, SA003, SA006, SA008)
Innovation Training and Development (SA003, SA005, SA006,
SA007, SA008, SA009, SAOlO, SAOll)
Networking (SA003, SA004)
Motivation to change/break paradigms/change environment
(SAOOl, SA002, SA003, SA007, SA008, SAOlO)
Improve communication between SBD & Core Businesses/managers
& teams (SA003, SA005)
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Change reward system/equity ownership (SA002, SAOlO)
Utilize consultants and/or venture capitalists (SAOOl,
SA003, SA004, SA005, SA008, SAOlO, SAOll)
CAUSE EFFECT (X is a result of doing Y)
Entrepreneurial/intrapreneurial behavior (SA003, SA004,
SA006, SA009)
New business opportunities (SAOOl, SA003)
Improved communication (SA003, SA004, SA009)
Recognizable systematic process (SAOOl, SA002, SA007)
Awareness/thought process which permeates site/organization
(SA002, SA003)
Organizational learning (SA003, SA006)
Corporate renewal (SAOOl, SA003, SA007, SAOlO)
Critical mass of innovators/cadre of innovators (SA003,
SA009)
Changing culture/paradigms/environment (SA005, SA007, SA008,
SA009)
Technical employees with business judgement (SA003, SAOOS)
Improved quality of BCPs (SA008, SA009)
Innovation language to communicate innovation (SAOOl, SA009)
RATIONALE (X is a reason for doing Y)
survival of the company (SAOOl, SA002)
Short life span of the companies (SAOOl, SA006)
Corporate renewal (SAOOl, SA007, SA009, SAOlO)
Need to replace maturing businesses (SAOOl, SA007, SA009,
SAOlO)
Technology based company that lacked business judgement
skills (SA002, SA009)
Competition (SA002, SA005)
Needed language to communicate innovation like in the
quality program (SAOOl, SA009)
Need to change culture/paradigms/environment (SA005, SA007,
SA008, SA009, SAOlO)
Needed a systematic process (SAOOl, SA002, SA003, SA004,
SA007)
SPATIAL (X is a part of Y)
University research partnerships (SA002, SAOlO)
The Model (SAOOl, SA003, SAOlO)
Five Part Management Process (SAOOl, SA003, SA007, SAOlO)
Core Business Units (SAOOl, SA002, SA007, SAOlO)
Strategic Business Development (SAOOl, SA007, SA008, SA009,
SAOlO)
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Commercialization "Pipeline"
(SAOOl, SA003, SA007, SA009,
SAOlO, SAOll)
New Business Development (SA003, SA004, SA005, SA007, SAOOS,
SAOlO)
The Office of Innovation (SAOOl, SA003, SA005, SAOlO)
The Quality Program (SAOOl, SA003, SA009)
Idea Champions (SA003, SA004, SA007, SA008)
Commercial Business Development (SA004, SA006, SAOOS, SAOlO)
STRICT INCLUSION (X is a kind of Y)
New technology (SAOOl, SA002, SA003, SA007)
New business opportunities (SAOOl, SA003, SA004, SA005,
SA006, SA007)
New products (SA002, SA003)
FUNCTION (X is used for Y)
Profits from core business are used to fund (SAOOl, SA005,
SA007)
SEQUENCE (X is a step in Y)
Placing ideas on the Idea Fund (SA003, SA004, SA005, SAOOS,
SA009, SAOlO, SAOll)
Champions develop ideas or business opportunity (SAOOl,
SA003, SA004, SA008, SA009, SA101)
BCP developed (SA003, SA004, SA009, SAOlO. SAOll)
BCP presented to the Screening Committee (SA003, SA004,
SA007, SA008, SA009, SAOlO, SAOll)
BCP assigned to NBD (SA003, SA004, SA009)
BCT formed (SA003, SA004, SA005, SA007, SA008, SA009, SAOlO)
Innovation Training 101 (SA003, SA004, SA009)
Develop a Business Concept Definition (SA004, SA007, SA009)
Develop a Business Venture Plan (SA004, SA007, SA009)
Exit NBD into Commercial Business Development (SA004, SA006,
SA008)
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Appendix B
Below is an example of a componential analysis for SBD
Administration. Each source of information is identified by
its membership classification number.
SBD Administration
ADVANTAGES
Internal and external involvement
A lot of people involved (SAOOl)
Outside interest (SAOOl, SAOOJ)
Reputation building (SAOOl, SAOOJ)
Confidence building (SAOOl)
Environment
Created an innovative environment (SAOOl)
Awareness [thought process permeated sight in
organization](SAOOl, SA002, SAOOJ, SA004, SA005)
Process related
Commercialization Pipeline/Innovation process (SAOOl,
SA002, SA004, SA006)
Innovation Lab (SAOOJ)
Office of Innovation activities (SAOOJ)
Employees more open to creative thinking (SAOOJ, SA004)
Idea Fund (SA004)
Innovation process is a training tool (SA004)
Process allows business to be validated throughout
development (SA007)
Language to communicate renewal/innovation (SAOOl, SA009)
Office of Innovation support/existence (SAOlO)
Organizational
Improved performance of fiber group (SA002)
Quality program in place (SAOOl, SA003)
DRP sight is multifunctional and multidisciplinary (SA004)
German influences (SA005)
Organizational learning (SAOOl)
Staffing
Influx of new engineers (SA005)
Charlotte in a growth period (SA005)
Diversity of engineering disciplines (SA005)
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Training
Innovation training (SA003, SA005, SA006, SAOOS, SA009,
SAOlO, SAOll)
Idea Fair (SA005)
Management
Employees in SBD are empowered (SA007)
Putting more time in planning and less implementing (SAOOS)
Top management invested resources (SAOlO)
SBD Administration
OBSTACLES

Reward system
Reward system/compensation system (SAOOl, SA002)
Process related
Passive process (SAOOl, SA005)
Process not proven (SA004)
Implementing innovation process as we are invented it (SA007)
Number of unknowns in growing an idea from concept to a
business (SA007)
Not recognizing errors/wrong assumptions early (SA007)
Rejection of ideas by Steering Committee turned people off
(SA005)
Funding innovation
Expense funding (SAOOl, SA002)
Corporate funding cycles (SAOOS)
Management
Middle management paradigms (SA003, SAOOS)
Management of a Pipeline (SA003)
People aren't empowered (SA003, SA006)
Environment
Present environment (SA003)
Culture and existing paradigms of the culture (SA003, SAOOS)
HCC culture classifies people into technical and business
categories (SA005)
Peoples own inherent fears (SAOlO)
Peoples
perceptions
of
their
limitations
within
the
organization (SAOlO)
Organizational
Limit to change an organization can take (SA005)
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Trying to take existing infrastructure and leverage off it
(SA005)
HCC is inward focused (SA006)
Overcome inertia/corporate personality (SA002)
Right sizing (SA005)
Conflicting
missions
between
core
business
and
SBD
(SAOOl, SA002)
Lack of personal and organizational accountability (SAOlO)
Idea Fund
Not enough ideas,
(SA004, SA005)

back

log

of

ideas,

quality

of

ideas

staffing
Lack of diversity in workforce (SA002, SA003, SA005)
Customer interface
Technologist lack customer contact (SA005)
HCC does not train people to interact with customers (SA006)
SBD Administration
RECOMMENDATIONS

Expand resource base for new business opportunities
Understand discovery process (SA002)
University research partners (SA002)
Buy technology from other co. (SA002)
Interface with new venture co./small entrepreneurs
SAOOS)

(SA002,

Improved management of business opportunities
Incremental development of new expertise (SA002)
Loosen control (SA003)
Change attitude in middle management (SAOOS)
Be more integrated in the way we pull an organization together
around a new business (SA003)
Involve middle management in innovation technologies (SA003)
Empower people more (SA006)
Define expenditure
level
for
renewal
corporately and
communicate to those areas of business and technology that
were appropriate (SAOOS)
Spend a lot of time interfacing in HAG to insure paradigms are
compatible (SAOOS)
Instill a spirit of personal accountability and responsibility
for people's destinies in organization (SAOlO)
Continue and extend innovation training opportunities
Develop employees business judgement (SA003)
Interface with customers (SA003, SA006)
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Involve entrepreneur venture capitalist (SA003)
Involve directors in innovation training (SA003)
Develop technical leadership program to correspond
management development program (SA003)

to

Improve organization of work
Promote self directed work teams (SA003)
Introduce innovation into businesses unit through Hanna
Organizational Assessment Model (SA003)
Link technicians with marketing people during development
stage (SA005)
Extend/enhance
Innovation
Program/Office
of
Innovation
offerings
Formal response for ideas submitted on Idea Fund (SA005)
Be more proactive (SA005, SAOll)
Create innovative environment/culture
Create same fertile environment in Core Business that is in
NBD (SA005)
Extend Innovation program through rest of organization
(SA003, SA007, SAOOB, SAOlO)
Change physical environment (SAOOB)
Extend customer interface
HCC should interface outside organization with customers for
new business development (SA006)
Improve NBD/Commercialization Pipeline Process
Don't prejudge people/ideas (SA006)
More reality check on business side of BCP (SAOOB)
Mother Nature check on technology side (SAOOB)
Linear process should be more flexible (SAOOB)
Quarterly reviews at high management levels but not the actual
operating levels in NBD (SAOOB)
Set up alternative system parallel to Pipeline for technical
ideas (SAOll)
Change culture of screening committee, get them out among more
employees (SAOll)
Improve SBD and Core Business Unit relationship
Cease we-them mentality (SAOOB)
Improve staffing
Diversify workforce (SA002, SA003, SA006, SAOOB)
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